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• Alcohol advertisements
New policy for alcohol ads a changing sign on campus
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Beautiful blonde women in
bathing suits, chilled bottles of
long-neck beer and neon bar signs.
While these images may seem
innocent to the average consumer,
the University of Maine considers
them inappropriate and has taken
measures to abolish their display
on campus through changes in its
Alcohol Beverage Marketing and
Promotion Policy.
Last revised in 1990 by the
Faculty Senate in conjunction with
Substance Abuse Services (SAS),
the policy warns against the use of
"irresponsible and -inappropriate
advertising and promotion of
alcohol" which would encourage
students to drink for the wrong
reasons.
While the new policy pertains
to the entire campus, it will affect
the areas which traditionally
advertise alcohol the most — the
Bear's Den, Alfond Arena and
Athletic Department Sports
Programs. Under the new
proposals, all new alcohol
advertising will only contain
messages and graphics about
responsible drinking.
According to Dr. Robert Dana,
director of SAS, the university's
new policy is a realistic approach.
"There was a lot of sentiment,
as you might expect in an institute
of higher education, to take the
ideal, pristine, pure high road—do
not advertise alcohol," he said.
While not regulating ads was
out of the question, Dana said the
resulting policy is the "best of
both worlds."
"We shouldn't take alcohol
advertising out. What we should
do is have a higher order—a smarter
ad campaign.
"If we're going to have alcohol
advertising, let's make it alcohol
ads that promote responsible
drinking and anti-alcohol abuse,"
he said.
Although the policy is
scheduled to take affect this
September, the Bear's Den has
already taken down all of its bar
decorations at the request of SAS.
Neon bar signs depicting cold
bottles of beer and slogans were
removed one day after they were
hung.
According to Jon Lewis,
manger of the Bear's Den, it was
simply an oversight in trying to
"spruce up" the "unattractive"
Bear's Dem
"We made a mistake when we
read the guideline," he said. "I
missed the first line which said
prior approval by Substance Abuse
Services."
Although he admitted the ads
were "benign," Dana said the signs
had to comply with the new rules.
"They never had ads in the
Bear's Den before. Those things
came down because they simply
weren't [educating students].
"I didn't think they were
offensive," he said.
Lewis and Dana are planning
to consult the beer distributors and
find new signs for the Den that
comply with the new policy.
Coors beer has been advertised
in Alfond Arena for the past three
years, as well as Budweiser in the
sports programs, although no
alcohol is served at any events.
Despite the innocent nature of
the ads in both mediums, both Dana
and Ian McCaw, assistant athletic
director for external affairs, want
change for the better.
Sec ALCOHOL on page 14
Construction workers check their work at the new business school. (Tirrell photo.)
• General Student Senate
Diversity demonstration
creates division in Senate
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
The proper behavior of the General
Student Senate was thrown into question
last night as senators almost evenly split
over the appropriateness of a program
conducted by the Community Unification
Committee (CUC).
Diversity was the subject of a program in
which senators created a circle, linked arms,
and prevented people outside the circle from
entering it. The outsiders represented
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diversity and the exclusive circle represented
people's resistance to it. This program lasted
approximately 15 minutes.
Many senators refused to participate.
When asked to join, Student Government
president Brent Littlefield responded, "This
is a governing board. I don't believe in doing
programs during meetings." He attempted
to end the demonstration by quoting the by-
laws which limit board and committee reports
to five minutes.
Sec SENATE on page 14
A Coors sign is one of the many
Alfond Arena. (Baer photo.)
advertisements found in
• Thievery
Knox Hall b •
$7,300 in damage done and $6,800 worth of
students' possessions stolen over Spring Break
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Knox Hall is not the luckiest place on
campus. In January there was a fire on the
fourth floor, destroying one room and
damaging others.
Then during spring break, Knox Hall
was burglarized.
Sometime between 4 p.m. on March 5
and 7:30 a.m. on March 6, 20 rooms were
forcibly opened, according to Investigator
William Laughlin of the University of Maine
Department of Public Safety.
The break-ins occurred on the second,
third and fourth floors. There were no
external signs of entry on the building and
all the doors on the first floor were secure,
according to Laughlin.
Custodial staff discovered the damage to
the locks and doors on March 6, but were
unable to determine whether any items had
been stolen.
Barbara Smith, assistant director of
Residential Life, who is in charge of East-
West campus, wrote letters to the students
who lived in the rooms informing them
about the break-ins.
On Monday, students began reporting
stolen items. Currently, the value of all the
stolen merchandise totals $6,800, Laughlin
said.
Items reported stolen include two
videocassette recorders, a stereo system,
about 250 compact discs and a $2,100
computer from MacAct.
Smith said a number of rooms that had
money and valuables lying about were
untouched. Some rooms had various items
moved, but not taken.
Mark Dakin, a freshman and resident of
third floor west said he returned to find
pieces of his door on the floor and his stereo
moved.
Other people living on third floor west
were not so fortunate. The two VCRs stolen
were taken from Dakin's wing.
"If you find out who it is, I think a lot of
people would like to get a hold of them," he
said.
Steve Jalbert, another freshman resident
of third floor west, was planning to give his
brother a stereo with a CD player and dual
cassette players for his birthday, but it was
stolen along with a VCR and a watch.
The locks on all of the 20 doors had to be
replaced and some doors sustained so much
damage they had to be replaced entirely.
Smith said. The total cost of replacing the
doors and locks was $7,300. '
Laughlin said the Department is
continuing an investigation into the break-
ins.
Anyone with information regarding the
break-in can call the Department of Public
Safety at x4040 or Laughlin at x4048.
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WorldBriefs • 
Cambodia makes peace with UN
• Toilet beats Van Gogh pencil sketch at auction
• Communist lawmakers vow to restore Soviet Union
• United Nation
UN starts peacekeeping operation;
Cambodia begins war recovery
1 PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — Cambodia welcomed the start of the U.N.peacekeeping operation with a parade and speeches Monday, and Prince NorodomSihanouk said his country can start convalescing from two decades of war.Sihanouk, chairman of the reconciliation council set up under the peace accord signedby Cambodia's four warring factions, spoke at ceremonies for U.N. envoy Yasushi Akashiof Japan, who arrived Sunday to formally begin the U.N. mission.Meanwhile, 11 Cambodians left refugee camps in Thailand to observe conditions in westernCambodia in preparation for U.N.-supervised repatriations set to begin at the end of March.Jahanshah Ahshadi, chief representative at the border of the U.N. High Commissionerfor Refugees, said the visit would help build confidence among the 370,000 refugees whofled Cambodia's 13-year-old civil war.
• Natural resources
Lebanon taking bids
for oil exploration
3 NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Lebanon has invitedcompanies to explore for oil and gas for the first time
since the civil war broke out in 1975, the Middle East
Economic Survey reported Monday.
The oil newsletter, published in Nicosia, said the Minis-
try of Industry and Oil set a July deadline for companies to
submit bids for onshore or offshore exploration.
Before 1975, exploration in Lebanon was restricted to
two dry wildcat wells drilled by the Elwerath company of
West Germany in 1960-61, and a third drilled by Ausonia
Mineraria of Italy in 1963 that found water, not oil.
• Ooops
Good samaritan leaves
scuba diver boatless
4
 
OSLO, Norway (AP) — A scuba diver had to
swim for his life due to the misplaced kindness of a
passing fisherman.
The 28-year-old diver surfaced in a western Norwayfjord Sunday to find his boat was gone, the Oslo paper
Dagbladet said Monday. He swam from island to island for
almost four hours before reaching the mainland.
When the diver reached the town of Fjell, he learned a
search was under way for the occupants of an empty boatfound on the fjord.
A fisherman had spotted the boat, assumed it was adrift
and towed it to land, where he alerted rescuers.
• Resignation
Third governor quits
in Eastern Germany
BERLIN (AP) — An eastern state governor5 from Chancellor Helmut Kohl's Christian Demo-cratic Party resigned Monday, leaving only two of
the five states in the formerly communist east with the top
officials elected 17 months ago.
The resignation of Alfred Gomolka in Mecklenburg-
Lower Pomerania was rooted in deepening economic woes
in shipbuilding, the state's major industry.
Although widely seen as symptomatic of immature
democratic politics in the east, his resignation resulted
partly from intervention by federal politicians in the debate
over how to privatize the state's shipyards. Employment in
the yards has plunged to about 20,000 from 55,000 before
German unification.
Gomolka was the third eastern Christian Democratic
governor to resign.
• Art
Antique French toilet out-sells
Van Gogh sketch at art fair
2
 
MAASTRICHT, Netherlands (AP) — An ornate 18th century toilet outsold a
Van Gogh at the European Fine Art Fair.
The patrician potty, which has tropical wood inlay, a marble lid and a French oakbowl, fetched 120,000 British pounds ($205,200) over the weekend.
"Women Working In The Field," a pencil sketch by Dutch impressionist Vincent vanGogh, sold for 200,000 German marks ($120,500) to a Spanish collector.
The toilet's seller, London antiques dealer Angela Grefen von Wallwitz, said the LouisXV-style piece likely belonged to an aristocratic or royal family. It is 4 feet wide, heavilyornamented in the style known as ormolu and carries a royal tax stamp.
The privy was bought by a German couple "who just wanted to live with it," said Grefen
von Wallwitz. He did not give the buyers' names.
WoridDigest
• Hard-line Communist
Lawmakers vow to
restore Soviet Union,
old parliament
MOSCOW (AP) — Hard-line Communists6 said Monday they would seek to reconvene the oldSoviet parliament in defiance of the Russian gov-
ernment. Police planned to deploy thousands of officers
to prevent unrest.
Members of the defunct Soviet Congress of People's
Deputies announced plans for a Tuesday session and said
they seek restoration of the Soviet Union.
Russian authorities said they would station police and
Interior Ministry troops in downtown Moscow. The city'spolice chief, Arkady Murashev, told the ITAR-Tass news
no army troops would be used.
Many supported the failed attempt in August to oust
Mikhail S. Gorbtichev.
The prospect of such an assembly unnerved the Russianlegislature, which banned the Congress and ordered Mos-
cow Mayor Gavdil Popov and city police to prevent thedeputies from gathering.
A major demonstration opposing the Russian government's
economic policies and supporting a revived Soviet Union also isplanned for Tuesday. Popov agreed to allow the rally.
Commonwealth-wide TV on Sunday cited a public opinionpoll indicating 64 percent of Muscovites opposed the Con-gress, 19 percent supported it and the rest were undecided.
• Holiday horror
Palestinian kills two,
wounds 19 before
killed by policeman
7 TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — A Palestinian attackeda crowd of high school students on a holiday outingTuesday, fatally stabbing a teen-age girl and an adultand wounding 19 people before being killed, police said.The assailant was shot by a border policeman who hap-pened to be passing by and died minutes later at lchilovHospital, authorities said.
As the wounded attacker was taken away by police, acrowd gathered and began shouting "Kill him, kill him."The stabbing occurred in a mixed Jewish-Arab section ofTel Aviv.
The youngsters were on an outing for Purim, a Jewish holidaysimilar to Halloween, and the victims first thought the attacker,who wore an Arab headdress, was in costume for the holiday.Tel Aviv Police Commander Yigal Marcus said the assail-ant, bearded and about 30, was armed with two large knives.He said a leaflet from the Islamic fundamentalist groupllamas was found on the attacker, who he said was from theoccupied Gaza Strip.
Marcus said most of the wounded suffered superficialknife wounds. Israel army radio said the second fatality was anArab from Jaffa.
A police official who spoke on condition of anonymitysaid a 14-year-old girl and another person were killed.
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• Historic dig
Archaeological
By Randy Robinson
Volunteer Writer
The "unacceptable" behavior of a 17th-
century French nobleman is providing
archeologists with a chance to learn about
early French presence in Maine and Acadia.
Jean Vincent de St-Castin forfeited his
claim to a barony when he chose to live
among and marry into the Etchemins, a
Western tribe of the Abenaki Indians.
The settlement he founded, on the
Bagaduce River in Castine, is currently being
excavated under the direction of Alaric "Ric"
Faulkner, an historical archaeologist and
dig provides window to French-Abenaki past
anthropology professor at the University of
Maine.
Prior excavation of the village uncovered
St-Castin's house, a warehouse, an apparent
smithy, a well, and at least 32 temporary
dwelling places, known as wigwams, for the
native American villagers.
Faulkner said at least one-third of St-
Castin' s house has been washed away.
The National Park Service has nominated
the privately owned site for designation as an
historic landmark, which would help protect
it from the damaging effects of civilization.
Faulkner said during the late 17th century,
the French defined people without permanent
homes as "savages."
St-Castin's efforts to integrate himself
into the tribe, including marrying the
daughter of the local sachem, or chief, made
him unacceptable to claim the barony. St-
Castin went back to France around 1700 to
attempt just that, but was unsuccessful and
died soon after his return.
Living among the Indians—rather than
in a fort, like most French noblemen at the
time—helped make St-Castin a hero in
Acadian culture and literature, similar to
George Washington and other "Founding
Fathers" in America.
Faullkner said the project will enable
• Profile
archaeologists to learn about the interaction of
the French, Indians, and early Maine settlers.
UMaine student Thomas Fenn said the
excavation was "very exciting to be
involved in."
Student Jeff Watts said the excavation
gives him, "a good opportunity because it's
something I plan to study." He also said he
felt "lucky to work with Ric."
The National Endowment for the
Humanities has donated $67,000 to the
project. Faulkner said the project will require
another $37,000 in matching funds, to be
raised over the next three years. He said cash
donations have so far totaled around $350.
Journalism dept chair has gone far, but he mill can't type
By Holly Strahan
Volunteer Writer
Stuart Bullion, associate professor and
department chair of Journalism and Mass
Communications, describes himself as
committed to his craft.
Bullion said he believes being a reporter,
serving in two wars, and teaching at three
different universities have given him the
tools necessary for that craft.
"Journalists should be people with
wisdom," Bullion said. 'They should be people
with a lot of experience, direct or indirect."
After serving in the Vietnam War, Bullion
returned to graduate school at the University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis where he studied
academic French literature.
Bullion said some professors and students
discriminated against him and other war
veterans, not realizing many who participated
in the war may have been drafted against
their will.
He said he felt faculty members were
"out to get me."
He left graduate school while planning
his wedding and began his journalism career
by talking his way into a job. The only
drawback was that he couldn't type. Smiling,
he said, "I still can't."
Bullion spent two and half years at The
St. Louis Park Sun in Minnesota, and though
he enjoyed his job, it didn't pay very well.
He knocked on other doors looking for a
higher paying job, but was repeatedly told
he needed a journalism degree.
He went back to school and received a
Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota, but
• Environment
700 gallons of fuel spilled in Bangor
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — A Webber
Oil truck blew a tire and overturned spilling
an estimated 700 gallons of kerosene and oil
that threatened the Kenduskeag Stream.
Driver Harlan Green said on Monday
that the truck tipped over when it hit the soft
shoulder of the 14th Street Extension and
became unbalanced. Green was not injured.
Although some of the fuel went into the
stream, officials said the quick response of
city workers lessened the environmental
hazard.
The Fire Department and the Public
Works Department made a dike about two
feet tall from sand and used absorbent pads
to soak up the fuel, said Assistant Fire Chief
Michael Anderson.
The fuel collected in the lower section of
a parking lot alongside the stream forming a
pool about 18 inches deep. Anderson said.
Some of the fuel did get into the stream,
but in the fast-moving water it was expected
to break up and dissipate fairly quickly.
Anderson said.
"It's not a slick, you can see a shine. DEP
(Department of Environmental Protection)
looked at it and they're not real concerned
about it," Anderson said.
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was "almost overqualified" for a job on a
newspaper, and his teaching career began.
Before coming to the University of
Maine, Bullion worked at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale and Spring Hill
College in Mobile, Alabama.
Bullion's students say they enjoy his
teaching techniques.
"It's the most interesting 100-level class
I've ever taken. He gives examples that I can
relate to," Terry McDonald , who is presently
taking Introduction to Journalism and Mass
Communications, said.
"He doesn't use theory alone, he applies
the information so I can relate to it," Sara
Bourque said.
Bullion said he often misses reporting and
the thrill of discovery. He said the challenge
to question, to find out why, is where he
found his greatest satisfaction while reporting.
The lead, (the first paragraph of an article)
was always the hardest part for Bullion.
"Just give me the lead, Lord, and I'll do
the rest," is an old journalist's quote he said
he became familiar with.
Bullion said he has started several books,
yet never found the time to finish.
He said he has not-found an introduction
to journalism and mass communications
book that covers the essentials. So if time
allows, there may be a Bullion publication
of a JMC 100 text.
Bullion has had essays published in
professional journAls such as Journal of
Mass Media Ethics, Journalism Quarterly
and Nieman Reports.
Bullion is married, has three children,
and lives in Alton, Maine.
Looking for a way to meet your
educational goals
during the summer months?
With 7-week, 6-week and 4-week sessions and numerous special
institutes, USM can assist you with quality academic experiences.
Registration begins March 23 and will continue through the
beginning of each session. Make USM your choice this summer!
For more information, contact:
Summer Session, Universiry of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207) 780-4076
0 University of Southern Maine
E
The Union Board presents...
A Quest for
Acoustic Excellence
Open Mike Night
• Wednesday March 18, 1992
8:00pm Damn Yankee
Come join us for fantastic
entertainment, free coffee and
doughnuts, and a relaxing
atmosphere. Admission is free.
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• Rape series
Survey of students show most believe raBy Kathryn Krahn Tulman and
Catherine Leombruno
Lounsbury
Volunteer Writers
"Rape affects all women. It affects us all
in that we have to alter the way we dress,
behave, the places we go on a daily basis," an
anonymous University of Maine student said.
Statistics say one in four women will be
the victim of rape or attempted rape during
their life. Student responses when asked how
rape effects them indicate they consider this
statistic daily.
A recent theory in criminology is that the
consequences of crime are not limited to those
directly victimized; in fact, fear of
victimization occurs at both individual and
social levels. Fear of rape is a central feature
of a woman's socialization process and can
restrict her activities.
Reports indicate rape is highest for females
in the 16-19-year-old age group; the second
highest is the 20-24 group. Women in these
age groups have a four times greater chance of
being raped than all other women.
In a 1987 study of 6,159 students at 32
colleges and universities across the nation,
53.7 percent of the women indicated they had
experienced some form of sexual victimization
-rape, attempted rape, sexual coercion or
unwanted sexual contact. When translated, this
means as many as 3,000 women on this campus
have been sexually victimized at some point.
Students at UMaine were recently surveyed
about their perceptions of rape on campus. The
majority felt more rapes occur than are reported.
Despite efforts by UMaine to promote rape
awareness, most students did not think they
were informed about rapes on campus.
"I know it happens; it seems to me like the
university tries to cover it up and pretend as
though it never happens," an anonymous
female junior said.
Judith Heiman, M.D., a member of the
Women's Mental Health Collective in
Somerville, Mass, and assistant clinical
professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, said the possibility of sexual assault
begins from the moment women begin to
socialize with men.
"We who are unescorted are at risk for
street rape, and we who are escorted by men
are at risk for date rape and marital rape,"
she said.
This sentiment was also expressed by a
female junior at UMaine. "It (rape) affects me
because I worry about walking alone after
dark or even mceting someone new at a party
and talking to them alone."
Herman said rape "is a form of terrorism
by which men as a group keep women as a
group frightened and submissive. It serves the
same political function as the lynch threat or
the pogrom."
The difficulty of stopping rape has lead
some, like legal scholar and feminist theorist
underreported
it angers me that there is a fear specific to one
gender due to the actions of another (in most
cases)," Dina Rugani, junior.
"Going to a campus in the woods of Maine
xou think you're safe. But the point is you
don't even know if you're safe from your
,43oyfriend or close male friend anymore."
"It's upsetting to me. Especially date
You don't even know if you're safe from your
boyfriend or close male friend anymore."
—Dina Rugarti, junior
Catherine Mac Ki non, to believe sexual assault
is "not prohibited, but regulated." She said
this expresses itself in the lack of publicity
surrounding rape, blaming of the victim in
rape trials, and apathy on the part of those who
have not experienced rape.
A female junior described her fear that she
is in the highest risk group for rape. "It's scary
and it makes me feel that this campus has
inadequate means of protecting its students."
When asked how rape affected them,
female UMaine students responded, though
most chose to remain anonymous.
"The knowledge of rape causes me to be
a paranoid female. I carry mace with me at
all times."
"As a woman, rape scares me; as a person
rape, because it's discouraging to know you
may he trusting the wrong person," said
Jennifer Sibley, a junior.
Martha A. Burt, researcher at the Urban
Institute in Washington. D.C., said because of
the fear of rape, women may modify or limit
their behavior. While students say they are
cautious in selecting their dating partners,
they seem to be less cautious with those they
believe they know.
According to a report by the Association
of American Colleges, "Most rapes are not
committed by strangers but by men who
know their victims, who have often gone out
with them previously and are supposed to be
their friends." One study shows eight of 10
sexual assaults involve perpetrators knOwn
by the victim.
"I am a very friendly person, but I find
myself aware and cautious because (rape)
does happen," a senior said.
Men are also affected by rape. The l !Maine
survey found that many men fe.ar for their
friends, family members and girlfriends.
"The statistics of women being raped are
terrifying. A victim of rape could easily be
one of my friends or family members. This
absolutely frightens me," a male member of
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility said.
"It's almost a helpless feeling. If anything
did happen, knowing that I wasn' t there would
drive me nuts," Jamie Robertson, a male
student said.
Other students described additional effects
rape has on men.
"Rape affects me as a male because some
women associate rape with all men. I also feel
as a student at IlMaine I have a responsibility
to help stop rape," said Eric Pooler.
"Rape affects men as well. Men who are
caring individuals are also feared," said a
female junior.
"In order for rape to end in this societs ;aid
campus, men must take the responsi bi I i ty s.nd
a male undergraduate.
"The People that could really do dung.
(about rape) don't. We have our Rape Center
and Rape Awareness Week, but it kinda stops
there," said a senior.
This has been the second in a Jive-pair
series on rape.
• Sexual abuse
Castration of child molester called off
By Laura Tolley
Associated Press Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — A deal under which
an alleged child molester agreed to castration
instead of prison was called off when two
doctors reneged on offers to perform the
surgery.
Medical ethicists, meanwhile, say no'
physician should have agreed to do the
procedure in the first place.
"Doctors are actively discouraged from
participating in punishment-related
treatment since it is not in the patient's best
interest," Dr. Eugene Boisaubin, an ethics
committee member at Methodist Hospital,
said Monday.
Henry Strobel, a biochemistry professor
at the University of Texas Medical School in
Shirley Schneider
700 Mt. Hope Ave. Bld. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781
Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
667-4446
ELEC I ROLMS CENTER
The only PERMANENT method of unwanted hair removal
for men and women.
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE
Free Consultations
990 Pizza!
It's so simple! From now until March 31, buy any small pizza from thePizza Oven and use this coupon to get another* for only 99(t!"
00'WE Pizza Oven\ DELI V ER
' 154 Park Street, Orono 866-5505
7
of equal or lesser value '• three topping limit, one coupon per customer per order
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louston, also said he didn't think castration
was proper in the case.
State District Judge Michael McSpadden
agreed March 6 to let Steven Allen Butler be
castrated after the 28-year-old man asked to
undergo the procedure rather than stand trial
on charges he raped a 13-year-old girl.
McSpadden withdrew his approval
Monday, saying a doctor could not be found
to perform the surgery.
The case touched off a storm of
controversy. Critics said castration did
nothing to address the crime of rape, and
black activists said the action was racially
motivated because Butler is black.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson met with Butler
on Friday in jail. Jackson told reporters
castration is "immoral and uncivilized and
an act of barbarism and a step backward."
One of Butler's sisters and a lawyer
representing Butler's family said last week
Butler had had second thoughts about
undergoing the procedure. But his attorney,
Clyde Williams, said Butler had told her as
recently as Friday he still wanted to.
McSpadden's ruling effectively put an
end to the castration option, meaning Butler
still faces the aggravated sexual assault
charge. Earlier, the judge said Butler would
be placed on a form of probation for 10 years
if he underwent the surgery.
If he stands trial and is convicted, he
could be sentenced to life in prison. No trial
date has been set.
Butler was on probation for indecenc
with a 7-year-old girl when he was arrested
last April for his alleged attacks on the I
year-old.
IRISH
-AMERICAN CLUB
ST. PATRICK'S CELEBRATION
FRIDAY, MARCH 29 at the ORONOKA
Free Food and Fun
From 6pm to 8pm
Irish Music from Glen Shane
Irish Bread
Irish Tea and Coffee
Irish Cheese and Crackers
Oronoka Turns Green
From 9pm to lam
Green Beer
More Irish Music
Budweiser # T-shirt Raffles
And "Ellen's Buffet"
ft#E,
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StateNews
• Elderly Maine, NH residents victims of violent robberies
• Mitchell criticizes Bush on foreign policy
• Brunswick man faces murder charges in shooting death
• Crime
Elderly of rural Maine and NH targets in robbery spree
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Police are
searching for a ring of phony repairmen
suspected in six violent robberies of elderly
residents in rural Maine and New Hampshire.
Police say they aren't sure if the six cases
are related, but there are similarities that
make them suspect the crimes are being
committed by a ring of con men.
In most cases, the robbers have posed as
lightning rod salesmen or basement
repairmen. They offer inexpensive services
to get into the homes, and then tie up their
victims, authorities say.
Police are warning elderly people not to
keep large amounts of cash at home and not
to open their doors to strangers.
Since January, nine elderly people have
been robbed in their homes in the Maine
towns of Berwick, Livermore Falls, West
Paris and Sumner, and in the New Hampshire
towns of Madbury and Wakefield.
"Unfortunately, a lot of people victimized
in these cases are vulnerable because it's
easy for people to fast-talk their way right
past them," said Larry Gross, executive
director of the Southern Maine Area Agency
on Aging.
In the most vicious case, an 83-year-old
Berwick woman, Eva Payne, was robbed,
beaten and left unconscious on her bedroom
floor Feb. 29. She was found by a neighbor.
In the most recent case, Diane Collette,
77. and Henry Bari!, 85, were robbed when
two masked men forced their way into the
couple's Livermore Falls home. The couple
was bound and gagged with duct tape, and
the robbers stole between $400 and $500.
In both cases, police say, the residents'
phone lines were cut by the robbers.
Here are details of the other cases police
suspect may be related:
• On Feb. 24 in West Paris, three men
handcuffed and terrorized an elderly couple
and stole hundreds of dollars from their
Route 219 farmhouse.
• On Feb. 22 in Sumner, thieves posing
as home repairmen stole a pocketbook from
an elderly woman and cut her phone service.
• On Feb. 20 in Madbury. N.H., a 70-
year-old woman was robbed of more than
$1,000 by three men who offered to seal
cracks in her basement.
• On Jan. 4 in Wakefield, N.H., a husband
and wife were terrorized by three assailants
who shot the man with a stun gun before
fleeing in what police suspected was a
stolen van.
Detective James Miclon of the Oxford
County Sheriffs Department said police
have sent evidence from the cases to the FBI
in Washington for analysis, hoping to find
clues linking them.
He said investigators hope to get clues
from hair samples and clothing fibers taken
from one victim's home. He declined to give
further details.
He also said several victims told police
their assailants were driving a white mid-
sized four-door car.
But Miclon said the cases are difficult to
investigate because the victims were so terrified
they could not recall details of their ordeal.
• Foreign policy
Mitchell wants Bush to consult Congress about former USSR
WASHINGTON (AP)—Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell is calling on President
Bush to meet with leaders of Congress to
come up with a policy to help the republics of
the former Soviet Union.
"The president cannot shrink from a
leadership role on this crucial issue," Mitchell,
a Maine Democrat, said Monday in a speech
to the Los Angeles World Affairs Council. A
• Murder trial
Jury to decide
whether shooting
was accidental
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A jury
deliberating the fate of a Brunswick man
accused of murder must decide whether he
intentionally fired the fatal shot or whether
the gun discharged accidentally.
Michael Mannion, 27, is accused of
shooting his roommate on Christmas Day
1990 after an argument over Mannion's
sloppiness in their Brunswick mobile home
Jurors deliberated five hours Monday
before Justice G. Arthur Brennan sent them
home at 7 p.m. Before resuming deliberations
this morning in Cumberland County Superior
Court, the jurors asked Brennan to read back
his legal instructions on the different
elements involved in murder and
manslaughter charges.
In closing arguments, Assistant Attorney
General Pamela Ames told jurors Monday
that Mannion shot William Lewis, 63, out of
anger because he knew Lewis was planning
to throw him out.
"He was so mad he was going to get
thrown out of the trailer that he just didn't
care," Ames said. "He intentionally pointed
the gun at Bill Lewis and pulled the trigger."
Throughout the trial, which began a week
ago, the prosecution maintained that
Mannion shot Lewis after the argument and
that Lewis told his nephew on the day of the
shooting that he was going to tell his
roommate to move out.
The defense contends the rifle went off
accidentally as Mannion was preparing to
clean it.
4
text was released in Washington.
Bush has been harshly criticized in recent
days for not doing enough to shore up the
forces of democracy. Members of Congress
and even former President Nixon have said
the administration's response falls far short
and could jeopardize reforms already made.
When Congress approved $500 million
last year for humanitarian aid and to safeguard
nuclear weapons, "The president did not lift a
finger," Mitchell said.
"I believe that the survival of democracy in
what was the Soviet Union is important to the
United States," he said. "If the president agrees,
then he should join the Congress in helping the
people in those countries make the transition."
Mitchell called specifically fortJ.S. support
for currency stabilization and debt relief for the
republics through the International Monetary
Fund. He also said the United States should
move ahead with deeper cuts in nuclear weapons
on both sides and an end to nuclear testing.
In addition, he said it is time for Cold War
rationales to be weeded out of America's
foreign aid program. Aid should be shifted
from military categories, and conditioned on
how well recipients embrace American ideals.
We're looking for a
well-read Haring.
But a quick-witted Basquiat will do.
Or even a resourceful Warhol.
It's not that we're tremendously particular about
who we hire to work in our department—we
just feel most comfortable when the "masters"
who draft our circles are themselves well-
rounded.
Going for Baroque.
But how to be sure of this circum-
stance? Before hiring, do we rely
solely on first impressionisms?
Do we play "free associations" in
the midst of still-life sessions? Do
we ask folks to "draw Binky—with
an attitude?"
Our only real method for separating
the vanguards from the Vanillis begins
with all interested campus artists bringing
their portfolios (and themselves) by our
offices for an informal "art to art."
Your "green period," perhaps?
For those struggling to convert Monet
into money, keep in mind this is
one of the few places on cam-
pus that does not require work-study.
And while borderline cubism our border lines are
not, one can learn valuable lessons from plying
paste-up. Like computer design software.
Basic layout principles. Working on a dead-
line. How to run a coffee maker.
The little gallery next to Sports Shorts.
Try not to see drawing for a news-
paper as "commercializing" your
work—think of it as a means to
broaden your audience (which at
this point more than likely consists
of your family and friends). Though
advertising is all about selling, it is
not necessarily about "selling out."
Look, everyone has to start somewhere-
why not a rag read by thousands?
A Call to Arts.
So if you've ever lifted a pencil with
precocious intentions, stop by our Lord
Hall basement office, or dial 581-1273.
Ask for Raphael, er, Ralph. He'd
love to see your work. '
The Maine Campus
Advertising Department
The place with spaces to fill.
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NationalNews • Clinton continues to lead the Democratic presidential race• Politician's wives scrutinized in political campaigns
• Presidential primaries
Clinton takes Michigan, finishes strong in IllinoisBy John King
AP Political Writer
DETROIT(AP)— Michigan and Illinois
voters Tuesday settle presidential contests
that seem destined to vault Bill Clinton
miles ahead in the Democratic race and sap
more strength from Patrick Buchanan's
Republican revolt.
Jobs and trade were the dominant issues
in the weeklong campaign to win the
struggling Rust Belt, although the
Democratic race was sidetracked at the end
by rough mudslinging between Clinton and
Jerry Brown.
Clinton hoped for a Midwestern sweep
to add to last week's Super Tuesday blowout.
Well ahead in late polls in both states, the
Arkansas governor was poised to become
the prohibitive favorite for the Democratic
nomination.
Buchanan himself established Michigan
as perfect proving ground for his "America
First" message, but late polls showed he was
more likely to have a tough time matching
past showings.
Buchanan abandoned his talk of toppling
Bush and returned to his battle cry that a vote
for him would "send Washington a message
to wake up."
Bush, in a stop in Milwaukee, hardly
sounded worried on an election-eve trip to
Wisconsin and Illinois that raised $1 million
for his re-election effort at a time even
conservative enthusiasm for Buchanan's
rebellion appeared to be waning.
"I've been very pleased," Bush, said of
his unbroken string of 15 victories. But he
refused to predict his margins: "Never try to
say how high the high bar should be on these
primaries."
Among the Democrats, Clinton held
healthy leads heading into Tuesday's
balloting and sought to end the day with a
good chunk of the 295 Democratic delegates
at stake. He had 766.25 delegates even before
the polls opened— one third of what it takes
to be nominated.
While predicting wins in both states.
Clinton aides said the man to watch in
Michigan was Brown, the former California
governor and angry-man candidate who
worked feverishly to tap into the state's
economic anger — vividly illustrated by
mounting auto layoffs and anger at perceived
unfair Japanese trade practices. Clinton aides
said Brown was approaching 30 percent in
late internal Michigan polls.
A strong showing by Brown would be
more had ne*s for former Massachusetts
Sen. Paul Tsongas, who immediately after
poor showings in the South said the real test
of the race would come on the neutral
Midwest turf.
• Political campaigning
Canadate's wives facing own problems in political campaignsBy Wendy Benjaminson
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Being a
successful lawyer has long been a path to
political power. But if that attorney is married
to a presidential candidate, it means tiptoeing
through a mine field of potential conflicts of
interests and tainted fees.
And what do they do if their husbands win?
A new breed of political wife is emerging,
women who don't gain fame or power only
from a fortuitous marriage. They walk a fine
line between taking pride in their success
and enduring barbs that "they're the brains
in the family," a veiled swipe at their
husbands that they deflect with lines like,
"You want me? Vote for him."
Four women struggled this year with the
new pressures of being successful lawyers
and good candidates' wives:
• Hillary Rodham Clinton, a partner in a
prestigious Little Rock, Ark., law firm.
• Marilyn Quayle, an attorney whose
Thursday Night at The Den
presents
Friday Night at The Den
with
Love
actus
r omPor tland
Friday (not Thursday)
8:30pm - 12:30am
Bear's Den
Free Admission
Sponsored by SEA of Student Government
legal career has been on indefinite hold.
• Ruth Harkin, a lawyer with the
Washington powerhouse firm Akin Gump
Strauss Hauer & Feld.
• Niki Tsongas, who got her law degree
after her husband, Paul, contracted cancer to
provide financial stability to their family.
Hillary Clinton became a lightning rod for
criticism of husband Bill Clinton's Democratic
presidential campaign when rival Jerry Brown
accused the Arkansas governor of funneling
money to her law firm.
"I suppose I could have stayed home and
baked cookies and had teas," she responded.
Both Clintons have denied Brown's
accusation, which was based on a
misinterpretation of a Washington Post
article on the Rose Law Firm's power in
Little Rock.
The Clintons also have noted that she has
refused hundreds of thousands of dollars in
potential earnings from her firm's work
with the state because of the possibility for
conflict of interest.
Are You Majoring In:
BIOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
BIOCHEMISTRY
MICROBIOLOGY
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
or a
RELATED SCIENCE FIELD?
Learn From Established Professionals
How To Build A Resume For Career Success
at a:
MAINE MENTOR Panel Discussion
Michael Murphy,
Graduate of Xavier University, Ph. D, Pathology, Ohio StateUniversity, Director - Laboratory Services - Eastern Maine
Medical Center
Dennis King,
'71 BA UMaine, '74 MPA UMaine - Vice President -Eastern Maine Health Care
Dr. Barbara Farren,
DVM, Penn State University
Tuesday, March 24 at 3:10pm
106 Murray HallCo
-Sponsored by the Career Center, UMaine AlumniAssociation, and the Health Professions Program
de. ,
.-sist
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• Congressional leak
Phone records
of reporter
subpoened
NEW YORK (AP) — A special Senate
investigator has subpoenaed the phone records
of two reporters who refused to tell how they
learned of sexual harassment allegations
against Clarence Thomas, it was reported.
Newsday reporter Timothy M. Phelps was
notified Monday that Senate Special
Independent Counsel Peter E. Fleming Jr. had
subpoenaed phone records from Sept 23 through
Oct. 6, his newspaper said in a news release.
The New York Times reported in Tuesday's
editions that National Public Radio reporter
Nina Totenberg's phone records were also
subpoenaed.
The Times said the personal phone records
of both reporters were subpoenaed.
The reporters have refused to tell Fleming
how they learned of Professor Anita Hill's
allegations that Thomas had sexually harassed
her when she worked for him.
Thomas is now an associate justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court. His confirmation last
year was briefly thrown into doubt, however,
after Hill's allegations were reported and she
went on to testify at his confirmation hearings
before the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Newsday Publisher Robert M. Johnson
called the action "a gross, dangerous and
destructive invasion of the reporting process."
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• Persian Gulf
Bush says options open with Iraqi missile problem
By Christopher Connell movement of a carrier," the president told U.N. offer to allow the sale of $1.6 billion of
reporters aboard Air Force One. Iraqi oil to buy food and medicine.
Later, in a written bimonthly report to Bush also derided Iraqi Deputy PrimeCHICAGO (AP) — President Bush said Congress, Bush described instances of Iraqi Minister Tariq Aziz, who appealed to theMonday that Iraq is still hiding many ballistic noncompliance with U.N. inspectors charged United Nations last week for an easing of themissiles and "all 
economic blockade against his country and
less stringent enforcement of an order for full
disclosure and elimination of its chemical,
biological, nuclear and missile capabilities.
Asked by a reporter if Aziz were
footdragging, Bush replied, "Yes, bobbing
and weaving."
In the face of Baghdad's intransigence,
there has been speculation that the Unitedwe can that Iraq comply with the United with finding and destroying Iraq's weapons States and its allies might take military actionNations resolutions," Bush told reporters. of mass destruction and ballistic missiles. against Iraq.
"I'm not discussing options. All options are Despite the destruction of 62 missiles and The speculation also has been fueled byopen ..." he said. "Serious business here." other equipment, he said, "the United States the belief that tough action against Iraq wouldHe suggested that the movement of the believes that Iraq still possesses large numbers give a political boost to Bush.U.S. aircraft carrier America into the Persian of undeclared ballistic missiles." "We're insisting in every way we can thatGulf was not a sign of imminent military He said Saddam Hussein "bears full Iraq comply with the United Nationsaction against Iraq. responsibility for the ... suffering in Iraq" resolutions," Bush said. "I'm not discussing
"I wouldn't read too much into the because of his refusal to take advantage of a options. All options are open."
Associated Press Writer
options are open" to
force Baghdad to
comply with the
United Nation's
orders to dismantle its
arsenal.
"We are just
insisting in every way
"The United States believes that Iraq still
possesses large numbers of undeclared
ballistic missiles." —Pres. George Bush
l'IZ I \ 11'1 I 1 of SUI \H RI Ilk I \11 \l INN'I•ISTIN(,
WHY YOU SHOULD MT PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.
For retirement to be the time ofyour life, youhave to dream a little—about the things
you've always wanted to do: travel, explore,
start a business. Just imagine...
With a dream and a plan, you can make it
happen. Your pension and Social Security
should provide a good
basic retirement income,
but what about all those
extras that make your
dreams possible? You'll
probably need some
additional savings.
THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAN.
TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for
people like you in education and research, are
a good way to save for retirement and save
on taxes now. SRAs are easy—you make con-
tributions through your institution before your
taxes are calculated, so you pay less tax now.
You pay no tax on
your SRA contributions
and earnings until you
receive them as income.
And saving regularly
means your contribu-
tions and their earnings
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"
can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range
of allocation choices, from
the safety of TIAA to the
investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity;
no sales charges; a variety of ways to receive
income, including annuities, payments over a
fixed period, or cash. You may also be able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire.*
All this, plus the top investment manage-
ment that has helped make TIAA-CREF the
largest retirement system in the country.
So start dreaming and planning for the time
of your life. Because the sooner you start your
SRA, the greater your savings and your retire-
ment will be.
START PLANNINA'OR THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY.
For your free TIAA-CREF Supplemental
Retirement Annuity Kit, send this coupon to,
TIAA-CREF. Dept. QC, 730 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10017. Or call 1 800 842-2733, Ext. 8016.
NIT, (Pk.< print)
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WorldNews • Japaneese company creates superconducting transistor• S Africian referendum may end white domination
• Apartheid
South Africa at crossroads with referendum
By Barry Renfrew
Associated Press Writer
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)
— Whites voted Tuesday in a referendum
on ending three centuries of white
domination and sharing power with blacks,
a vote on which President F.W. de Klerk has
staked his political future.
Most political analysts predicted a
government victory in the whites-only poll,
with some saying support has been swinging
to de Klerk in the final days of the three-
week campaign.
"I voted 'yes.' It's the only thing to do for
the future of this country ... my (black) work
mates don't have the vote and! must vote for
them," construction worker Chris Bakker
said after voting in Johannesburg.
Yet predictions were uncertain, as there
was a ban on publishing opinion polls during
the camnaign. Party workers taking private
polls said many whites were refusing to say
how they would vote, adding to the doubt.
Analysts said that the up to 25 percent of
white voters who were undecided were likely
to decide the outcome.
Long lines formed at many urban polling
stations as voting began shortly after dawn
on a warm summer day. A heavy voter
turnout of the nation's 3.3 million white
voters was expected to favor de Klerk.
Results were not to be announced until
Wednesday.
A victory for de Klerk
would signal the end of
white domination
stretching back to the
17th century.
A victory for de Klerk, who has scrapped
most apartheid laws during two years of
lightning reform, would signal the end of
white domination stretching back to the arrival
of European settlers in the 17th century.
But if defeated, de Klerk has said he
would resign, clearing the way for a whites-
only general election and the probable victory
of pro-apartheid forces.
Any attempt to reimpose apartheid would
be resisted by the nation's 30 million blacks,
A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political & Social Issues
a.
P41e0CPNR..
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Memorial Union
University of Maine
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WHY THE POST-STRUCTURALISTS ARE WRONG: ATHEORETICAL AND POLITICAL CRITIQUE OF THE
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Milton Fisk, Philosophy Department, University of Indiana
GOING TO GRAD SCHOOL?
DREADING THAT GRE EXAM?
TAKE OUR GRE PREP COURSE,
E 001
Mondays through Thursdays
March 23 - April 9, 1992
4:30pm - 6:30pm
110 Little Hall
$70.00
To register:
Contact the Conferences & Institutes Division
212 Chadbourne Hall or call 581-4092.
plunging the country into political chaos.
If reform is rejected, "there is no doubt
where that must lead us — to a dead end of
division and destruction," de Klerk said in a
newspaper message to voters on the eve of
the referendum.
Nelson Mandela, president of the African
National Congress, said the black opposition
group would fight if reforms were halted.
"Any suggestion that we should return to
those days (of old-style apartheid) will be resisted
with all the power at our command," Mandela
said Monday in a final appeal for 'yes' votes.
"Those who remember what the swastika
meant in Europe ... know it means the same
thing in South Africa now," said Zach de
Beer, leader of the anti-apartheid Democratic
Party, which is backing de Klerk.
De Klerk says the country's only hope is
a negotiated deal with the black majority.
Pro-apartheid forces, however, say de Klerk
is leading the country into the kind of chaos
that they claim has wrecked black Africa.
Andries Treumicht, head of the pro-
apartheid Conservative Party, has told the
country's 5 million whites they could lose
everything to a government run by black
Marxists if the referendum passes.
• Technology
Sanyo says it has
superconducting
transistor
TOKYO (AP) — Sanyo Electric Co. on
Monday announced the development of a
superconducting transistor that works up to 10
times faster than current semiconductors and
uses less than one-hundredth the electricity.
The device would be useful in such
electronic equipment as microwave
communication systems and super
-computers
capable of extreme high speeds, Sanyo said.
But it isn't likely to be available for
commercial use until after 2000. Sanyo said.
Sanyo said the transistor consists of a
extremely thin film — one crystal deep— of
high-temperature superconductor matenal
deposited on an oxide semi-conductor.
thin film creates a junction in which
electrons move under the laws of quantum
mechanics, resulting in high speeds and low
power consumption.
In a phenomenon in quantum mechanics
called the tunnel effect, electrons can "tunnel"
through thin barriers at very high speed under
certain conditions. By varying those
conditions, the flow of electrons through the
transistor can be regulated. Sanyo said.
College Students, Faculty
Towing, only $18 within a ten mile radius of station.
To take advantage of this offer,
all repair work must be done at Avery's.
All semester, receive a 10% discount on labor.
Call 827-5852 Nights 827-5845
Open 7 days:
M-F 5-9
Sat 6-9
Sun 7-9
All major credit
cards accepted
*All work Guaranteed*
Avery's Towing & Exxon
24 hour towing anywhere
63 Main Rd. Milford, ME 04461
House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
r1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for
$4.99
Eat in or Take Out
Delivery 50c per order
2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for
$8.99
Eat in or Take out
Delivery 50c per order
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• Mideast peace talks
Palensitians not pleased with peace talks, but not quitting yet
By Haitham Hamad
Associated Press Writer
"We are evaluating the whole negotiating Menachem Begin, who died last week.
process, and you will hear later the Abdul-Shafi told reporters that the peace
Palestinian decision on how to continue," process is being conducted on the basis of
JERUSALEM (AP) — The head of the Abdul-Shafi said. U.N. Resolution 242, which calls for Israel to
Palestinian delegation to Middle East peace Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir repeated relinquish land captured from Jordan, Syria
talks said Monday that the negotiations were his position Monday that the Jewish state and Egypt in the 1%7 Middle Fast war.
in jeopardy because each side was rejecting was unwilling to trade land for peace with its Asked why he characterized the talks as
the other's position. Arab neighbors. in trouble, Abdul-Shafi said: "When I say
Dr. Haidar Abdul-Shafi said the "To my regret," said Shamir, "there are that we are in trouble,! mean that both sides
Palestinians were re-evaluating their role in friends and foe who are trying to conclude are rejecting each other's proposals."
the U.S.-backed talks but stopped short of that the key to peace is based on one-sided Ehud Go!, Shamir's media adviser,
suggesting they would quit. concessions even at the expense of the dismissed this,* saying progress had been
"We are still interested in continuing the wholeness of the land of Israel and our made at the last round of talks this month in
process but not at the loss of Palestinian future security. Washington. The talks began in October in
basic rights," the Gaza Strip physician told "They are terribly mistaken," Shamir Spain.
reporters in east Jerusalem. told a memorial gathering for Prime Minister "We feel we moved forward. We know
,•
that you cannot solve the problems in three
or four meetings, but each meeting brings us
closer to an understanding," Got said by
telephone.
At the last round, Israel said the
Palestinians' plan was a model for a
Palestinian state. The Palestinians had urged
election of a legislative assembly to govern
the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip and the withdrawal of Israeli troops.
The Palestinians rejected the Israeli
proposal as outdated. While Israel offered
some self-rule, it proposed keeping in place
the military regulations under which the
territories are ruled and allowing more Jewish
settlements.
• Child bride
Ten-year-old bride returned to parents after forced marriage
HYDERABAD, India (AP) — A 10-
year-old girl was reunited Monday with her
parents, who had forced the child to marry a
Saudi Arabian man 50 years her senior so
they could collect $4,100.
The reunion came seven months after
Indian police interceded in the marriage and
took the girl from her husband, who was
arrested.
The marriage between Ameena, the child
bride, and 60-year-old Sheikh Yahya al-
Sageish created a national furor and touched
off newspaper debates on such marriages,
which often occur in India between young
Muslim girls and older men from the Arabian
peninsula.
Al-Sageish took Ameena to New Delhi
after the August wedding, but the girl burst
into tears on the flight and told a flight
attendant she had been married against her
will.
Al -Sageish acknowledged paying $4,100
to Ameena's father, Syed Balruddin, who
works as a motor scooter taxi driver, a job
with an annual income of about $460.
The marriage between the child bride and 60-year-old
Sheikh Yahya al-Sageish created a national furor and
touched off newspaper debates on such marriages.
The flight attendant alerted the airport
police, who arrested al-Sageish on a charge
of illegally marrying a minor. India prohibits
the marriage of girls under the age of 18,
although the law is often ignored.
CAREER CENTER
announces
PEER cpUNSELOR INTERNSHIPS
The Career Center has multiple openings for
Peer Counselor Interns
for the 1992-93 academic year. Training and supervision provided.
The Peer Counselor's primary responsibilities include:
• Assisting students with resources at the Career Center's
Self-Help Lab
• Working on special projects related to career information
Students with a strong interest in Counseling, Career
Resources and/or a major in Sociology, Psychology, Human
Development, Education, Social Work or a related field are
encouraged to apply!
Other responsibilities may include:
• Giving guided tours and presentation to groups of students
• Developing promotional pieces for the Career Lab
Students with a strong interest in Public Relations and/or a
major in Journalism, Communications or a related field are also
encouraged to apply!
For further information
please contact:
Sherry Treworgy
Assistant Director
Career Center, Chadbourne Hall
Telephone 581-1359
OR stop by the Career Center located 3rd floor Chadbourne Hall
to pick up an application form Immediately. Application
deadline: April 10, 1992.
The Division of Student AffairsOUniversity of Maine
Since August, Ameena had lived in a
government-run home for destitute women
while several social organizations and the
flight attendant, Amrita Ahluwalia, appealed
in a New Delhi court for her custody.
Meanwhile, Al-Sageish, who was
released on bail, divorced Ameena and
returned to Saudi Arabia.
On Thursday, the Delhi High Court
ordered Ameena returned to her parents,
rejecting claims by the social groups that
they would take better care of the girl.
Ameena returned to Hyderabad on
Sunday, where she was reunited with her
parents in court. Her two brothers and five
sisters, all younger, also were present.
Ameena hugged her parents.
Ameena's mother, Sabira Begum, told
The Associated Press the family would not
attempt another marriage until Ameena
turned 18. She said she would not accept any
foreigners as prospective bridegrooms.
Rent the Alfond Ice Arena
Dorms, Fraternities ...
Looking for something to do?
Try broomball, pick up hockey
or have a skating party.
Broomball equipment
and figure skates are
available to rent.
Cost of renting the arena is:
$120 an hour before 11 PM
$80 an hour after 11 PM
For more information, call Betty
at 581-1103
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EditorialPage
• Substance Abuse Services
Ads are just a synpwm
Substance Abuse Services is regulating the advertising of
alcoholic beverages on campus which "would encouragedrinking for the wrong reasons."
What reasons does SAS consider the "right" reasons fordrinking?
This whole campaign is preposterous. If you can lead a horseto water and not make it drink, it would seem to be true that you
can lead students away from alcohol and still have them drink.
Drinking on campus is nothing new. Maybe SAS should be
addressing the problems that exist at UMaine that encourage
students to drink instead of trying to blame it on "harmless"
advertisements.
It seems to me that students over the age of 21 won't be
convinced to drink simply because of the effects of bikini-clad
women appearing with an open beer.
The responsibility of advertising is to sell the product, notto educate. If the SAS wants to educate people to drink
responsibly then they should be focusing on educational cam-paigns, not exercises in censorship.
This committee has had the power to control the beer
advertisements on campus for years, but that doesn't make it
right. The Coors ad that has been removed from Alfond Arena
was admittedly "relatively harmless," yet it's being removedbecause it doesn't educate and promote responsible drinking.Aren't there more important issues facing this campus that
need to be addressed than the type of alcohol advertisements
contained herein?
The energies of the campus leaders involved in this project
could be better spent. Alcoholism is a disease; wouldn't it make
more sense to try to cure the illness than to treat a symptom?(CJC)
• Substance Abuse Services
On the right track
Substance Abuse Services, the Bear's Den and the AthleticDepartment have teamed up to take on an opponent that makestwo billion dollars a year— alcohol advertising.
In an attempt to best educate the students they serve, thethree have decided, along with the university as a whole, to
change the tactic of alcohol advertising on campus to that of
responsible drinking and education.
While alcohol advertising on campus has been relatively
sparse and innocent compared to the "real world," the universityhas decided to replace cold bottles of beer with educational
messages and the encouragement of responsible drinking.
Critics argue that the university is censoring the campus,
and students — especially those over 21 — are old enough todetermine their drinking behaviors and the factors that affectthem. They also see the change as an attempt to prohibit studentsfrom drinking altogether.
If the university truly wanted to discourage drinking, they
wouldn't allow alcohol advertising at all. It is their property and
their right to control what appears on the premises.
Instead of sticking its head in the ground like so many
universities have been known to do, UMaine is taking a realistic
approach to advertising.
Not only does the university accept the fact that drinking is
a part of collegiate life, it encourages students to drink respon-
sibility and attempts to better educate them to the realities ofirresponsible drinking.
UMaine has tackled a very real problem with a very real
answer, an answer that acknowledges the students' maturity
along with its own. (MM)
Burning vacation questions
The net result of the past break
for many students along with de-
pleted bank accounts, hangovers,
and vacation anecdotes is the sta-
tus symbol of spring break, the
sun tan.
It symbolizes money (being
able to afford to head somewhere
South), having a visible souvenir
of visiting some college student
mecca, and of sexual potency.
For some reason, a suntan,
especially a deep, dark one, makes
a person that much sexier having
that warm, healthy glow. And un-
like penis size, it's a game every-
one can play.
Perhaps the biggest reason for
its appeal is a sun tan looks differ-
ent from the usual winterized com-
plexions on this campus and not
everyone can have one, the key to
any fashion.
Once the market is saturated
with a certain look, it becomes
less cool. Fortunately for the bear-
ers of the beachside look have few
local competitors aside from the
easy to spot "fake bake."
The process by which individ-
uals become people of temporary
color makes the expensive mi-
gration below the Mason-Dixon
line appear to be about as thought-
less as the migration of birds in
the fall.
To really get a good tan, you lie
out in the sun for lengthy periods
of the day and do nothing. After
spending countless hours work-
ing minimum wage or a buck bet-
ter, the money comes down to
being comatose in the sun for in-
terminable amounts of time.
Birds' instincts have a point:
to go where it's warm in order to
survive. College students trek
south and spend a lot of money to
lay about to get the tell-tale skin
card of coolness.
Michael
Reagan
Given the current thinning of
the ozone layer the obsession of
Americans and even the allegedly
more educated college students
over getting well done in a time of
ozone depletion shows that self-
delusion is alive and well.
The burnished look is popular
in the present, even if more ultra-
violet light is filtered in.
The "fake bake" further testi-
fies to the all-powerful look which
dries up, wrinkles, and causes
cancer in many of the status-seek-
ers in our society.
Beyond the admiring gazes of
fellow peers, there is no benefit
for anyone from tanning salons,
except health clubs trying to make
money in the winter.
It is simply a glowing bed where
the moving slab of flesh lays to
get a darker color; a toaster-oven
for people, except the toast pays
to get a dark brown look and brings
its own butter.
There are even greater lengths
most go to to have what is all-
American.
The national sign of status
which encompasses crispy-brown
south-bound college students and
even the palest of Americans is
the only true religious 
_shrine in
America, Disney
There is no mof vation like spir-itual renewal or answers to deep
questions which push on Ameri-
can pilgrims. It's to have the
mouse ears with the name sewn
on it, to wait forever for short
rides, to be a part of it, whatever
"it" means.
A century ago the young edu-
cated elite of America took "the
Grand Tour," a trip meant not
only to be fun but to teach about
the past and the historical lessons
of great cities like Paris, London,
and Vienna.
Now young Americans of
many backgrounds and in far larg-
er numbers travel to see over-
sized mice and replicas of castles
and submarines and pay exorbi-
tant prices for the thoroughly
false experience.
And most of them make sure
they burn their skin in the process.
Ah, progress.
Peer pressure is hardly a new
innovation, but the famous Amer-
ican rebelliousness is tied with the
national definition of cool, a con-
tradiction in terms. Dark tans are
the accepted definition of cool and
pasty-faced rebels are not seenvery
College students, a veritablf
crop of would-be troublemakers
and miscreants, are instead the
big buyers of mainstream Disney-
fication.
And the big question of wheth-
er or not the big price tag was
worth it may never be answered,
because just being at the Magic
Kingdom is enough. It's just like
having the cool toy or clothes in
childhood, except the dollar val-
ues are quadrupled.
In this country, freedom means
being able to do about anything
with one's own money and a few
other things. The people of the
are more or less allowed to
choose where to have their vaca-
tions or how they should look, if
ethneoyugwhotuo
 do
 oul  only havethe spine
Michael Reagan is from Port-
land, Maine.
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WEEKENDER
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The Blues Brothers. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Slam Dunk Contest. Field House, Memorial Gym.
8:00 p.m. Performance. Nancy Ogle, Soprano. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.
8:30 p.m. Friday Night at the Bear's Den. Featuring: The Love Cactus. Bear's Den, Memorial Union.
9:00 p.m. Comedy Series with Kevin Knox. Damn Yankee, Memorial Union. Admission.
9:00 p.m. Dance. Live Band: The Sense. Lcrigycl Gym. Admission.
Saturday
6:30 p.m. Feature Film. Thelma and Louise. Sponsored by TUB. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union. Admission.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Pink Floyd The Wall Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Special Performance. Vienna Choirboys. Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.
9:00 p.m. Dance. Featuring Dani Tribesmen. Lengyel Gym. Admission.
9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Thelma and Louise. Sponsored by TUB. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union. Admission.
Sunday
3:00 p.m. Concert. University Singers. Maine Center for the Arts.
7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series Prospero's Books. Movie prccccdcd by dinner at 4:30 Ram's Horn. Admission $2.
Wednesday, Mar.18 to Wednesday Mar. 25 The Campus Crier
MOVIES
Wednesday 18
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Pink
Floyd The WalL Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Ilusday 19
7:00 p.m. No Popoorn Gm:ma. Repo Man_
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Festival.
Gzting the First Stone. Discussion
following each film. Cider and doughnuts
served. 101 Neville Hall.
Friday 20
700 p.m. No Popcorn Gnerna The Blues
Brothers. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.
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Saturday 21
6:30 p.m. Feature Film. Thelma and
Louise. Sponsored by TUB. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Pink
Floyd The Wad Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.
9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Thelma and
Louise. Sponsored by TUB. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission.
Sunday 22
7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Prospero's Books. Sponsored by O.C.B.
and the Comprehensive Fee. Movie
preceeded by dinner at 4:30 Ram's
Horn. Admission $2.
Monday 23
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
French Connection. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Tuesday 24
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Fail
Safe. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. International Film Series. My
Lift as a Dog, Sweden. 100 Neville Hall.
Wednesday 25
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Marathon Man. Memorial Room,
Memorial Union.
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday 18
8:00 p.m. Open Mike Night. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
llusday 19
7:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Cofrec House.
Movie on the big screen, Rosencranrz and
Guildenstern are Deac4 a spoof on Hamlet.
Followed by a band Bamboo Taxi at 9:00.
Beer, coffee, and snacks served. The Ram's
Horn, 581-4556. Free.
Friday 20
7:00 p.m. Slam Dunk Contest. Field
House, Memorial Gym.
8:00 p.m. Performance. Nancy Ogle,
Soprano. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union.
8:30 p.m. Friday Night at the Bear's
Den. Featuring: The Love Cactus. Bear's
Den, Memorial Union.
9:00 p.m. Comedy Series with Kevin
Knox. Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Admission.
9:00 p.m. Dance. Live Band: The Sense.
Lengyel Gym. Admission.
COMPUTER WORKSHOPS
PC Workshops
Wednesday 18
9:00 a.m. Lotus Graphing.
10:00 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.11:00 a.m. DOS Intermediate/Advanced.
Thursday 19
8:00 a.m. Lotus Graphing.
9:30 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
11:00 a.m. DOS Intermediate/Advanced.
Wednesday 25
9:00 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
10:00 a.m. Lotus Macros.
11:00 a.m. Lotus Macros.
Macintosh Workshops
Monday 23
9:00 a.m. Word Styles.
10:00 a.m. Excel Graphing.
11:00 a.m. Excel Graphing.
Tuesday 24
9:30 a.m. Word Styles.
11:00 a.m. Excel Graphing.
12:30 p.m. Excel Graphing.
Saturday 21
8:00 p.m. Special Performance. Vienna
Choirboys. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
9:00 p.m. Dance. Featuring Dani
Tribesmen. Lengyel Gym. Admission.
Sunday 22
3:00 p.m. Concert. University Singers.
Maine Center for the Arts.
Monday 23
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
•PC classes are held in 255 StevensHall.
'Macintosh classes are held at StewartCommons.
'Open to all interested!
'Call 581-2500 for registration or forfurther information.
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Wednesday, Mar. 18 to Wednesday, Mar. 25
MEETINGS
Weetesday 18
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
4:00 p.m. Society of Women Engineers.
FFA Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting. The Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Film Club. Apocalypse
Now. Informal discussion to follow the
film. 100 Neville Hall.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.
Thursday 19
Cancelled (This week only). Spanish
Club. Weekly meeting. Opportunity to
listen and practice Spanish. Come even if
you only speak a little Spanish. 207 Little
Hall.
5:00 p.m. Off Campus Board Meeting.
The Ram's Horn.
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area
Board Meeting. Weekly meeting for
spring semester. Everyone Welcome.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.
COUNSELING CENTER
SPRING SEMESTER
GROUPS
Wednesdays 
10:30-12:00 Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Discussion Group
3:00-4:30 Adult Children of Alcoholics.
Thursdays 
3:00-4:30 Thirsty Thursdays
3:30-5:00 The Dream Group
3:30-5:00 Women's Group
3:30-5:00 High Anxiety
6:00 p.m. The Wildlife Society. T-Shirts
are in, many upcoming activities. 102
Nutting Hall.
6:30 p.m. UMaine Snowboard Club.
Anyone interested in the promotion of this
fast growing sport here at UM, please feel
free to attend. All levels of ability and
interest welcome. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.
Friday 20
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous.
Weekly meeting, all are welcome. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.
12:00 p.m. FAR.O.G. Student
organization looking to offer support,
discussion, or experience of what it means
to be Franco American on campus.
Franco-American Center.
4:00 p.m. International Students Coffee
House. Meets every Friday. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Mondays 
2:30-4:00 General Therapy
3:45-5:00 Incest/Sexual Abuse
Survivors' Group
Tuesday
3:00-4:30 Men's Group
3:30-5:00 Food As Symbol
For More Information call 581-1392
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE
Life on Campus: It's everything you want it to be.
• It's convenient.
• News travels faster.
• Proximity is a plus.
• Technology at your
fingertips.
• Conversation is as close as
your next door neighbor.
Mark your calendar for these dates:
Mar. 16-26 Hall info. sessions 8c squatter's rights. Area
Offices.
Mar. 30 Changing rooms within halls. Area Offices.
Apr. 2 Open Room sign-up. Main site-Wells Lounge.
Monday 23
6:30 p.m. Anthropology Club.
Everyone welcome. Discussions,
speakers, films, events. Bangor Room,
Memorial Union.
Tuesday 24
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. Weekly meeting. Virtue
Room, The Maples.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board. General
Meeting. Ford Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Tri-Beta Meeting. A co-ed
biology club open to all majors with an
interest in science. 101 Deering Hall.
Wednesday 25
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.
A Call for Artists!
p
 f II 
The Art Selection Committee for Louis Libby
School in Milford, Maine announces a
competition for Maine Artists to design,
execute, and install one or more artworks
(open to all media) for interior and exterior
locations. $31,000 is available for the purchase
of art works through Maims "1% for Art" law
which reserves 1% of construction funds for
state funded building projects to provide
artwork for public areas of these buildings. All
professional Maine artists may apply for
consideration. Prospects send SASE by April
10:
1% for Art Comp.
Brent Colbry
P.O. Box 299
50 Main St.
Milford, ME 04461
Phone #: 827-8061
/IC Jur. 5,742:r. 44.`"H. •
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SPEAKERS
Wednesday 18
12:10 p.m. Contact... and Consequences
Series. Film and discussion, Wet Earth,
Warm People (Indonesia). Bodwcll Dining
Room, Maine Center for thc Arts.
12:20 p.m. Heahhspeak Series. Will We
Make Parental Leave a Priority in the 90s?
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
4:30 p.m. Contact... and Consequences
Series. Film and discussion, Wet Earth,
Warm People (Indonesia). Bodwell Dining
Room, Maine Center for the Arts.
MIS C.
Thursday 19
12:20 p.m. Socialist and Marxist Studies.
Why the Post-Structuralists Are Wrong: A
Theoretical and Political Critique of the
Ontology ofDiffrrence. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Monday 23
12:00 p.m. Wildlife Seminar Series.
Qualitative analysis of quality Idaho elk
hunting experiences. Jo Tynon, Dept.
of Forest Resources, Parks and
Recreation. 204 Nutting Hall.
Tuesday 24
3:10 p.m. Maine Mentor Panel
Discussion. Careers in Health and
Science including Laboratory, Hospital
and Veterinary settings. Open to all
students. 106 Murray Hall.
Wednesday 18
4:00 p.m. Earth Spiritual Alliance. For
people interested in Wicca or
Amerindian Shamanism. Come for
more information. Drummond Chapel.
rrhe
Friday 20
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
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Wednesday 25
12:15 p.m. Sex Today Series. Talking
with Your Children About Sex. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
3:15 p.m. Dealing with Emotions
Series. Facing Loneliness. FFA Room,
Memorial Union.
3:15 p.m. Learn Today, Lead
Tomorrow Series. Goal Setting: Dream
the Impossible Dream. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Pre-Law Society. Three
UMainc graduates now at UM Law
school will speak on What Law School is
Like. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
March 25
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series.
Maximizing your Memory. North
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
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The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and student-
related activities. When placing a listing
please include the following information:
name, organization, phone number, time,date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send all submissions through 
 
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or
call us at 581-4359. Deadline is
Fridayat 5:00 p.m. a week before
the listing is to appear.
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• Presidential Search
Orenduff expresses gratitude
To the editor:
To the University of Maine
community: Now that the pro-
cess of selecting a new president
for the University of Maine is
officially complete, I want to ex-
press my gratitude of the many
expressions of support for my
candidacy.! appreciate greatly the
confidence expressed in your
many statements, letters and tele-
phone calls. And I remain hon-
ored to have been considered for
the position.
As I promised during the inter-
view, I will continue to advocate
for a change in the way funds are
distributed among campuses and
for a reshaping of the roles of our
seven institutions.
Because of the prominent po-
sition of Orono in that system,
we all have a stake in your suc-
cess. So I look forward to work-
ing with Fred Hutchinson to im-
prove public higher education in
Maine.
Over the past several years. I
have been fortunate to make a num-
• Condoms
Condoms don't always
provide totally safe sex
lo the editor:
In the "safe sex" article in Mon-
day's paper, JWB expressed con-
tempt with the Kennebunk school
system's decision not to allow Miss
Fecto to pass out condoms and
literature pertaining to "safe sex."
Well that's the problem, It's not
"safe sex," it's safer sex.
This method of preventing the
spread of AIDS is improper and
ineffective. A condom will only
last a week in a wallet and then its
like skydiving with a ripped para-
chute. Not only that, but it takes no
thought to take a condom from
someone and then use it. When a
student goes to Cutler, it is a con-
scious decision to go and get a
condom. When a person puts a
quarter into a machine it's a con-
scious decision to get a condom.
We must remember to tell peo-
ple that no sex is "safe sex" but if
they are going to have sex then
there are safer ways to do so. We
must also make sure that we are
providing students with the safest
possible types of protection and
that the students are thinking be-
fore they are having sex.
Shawn Magaw
Kennebunkport
Resident
Editorial policy
Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus should
be no longer than 250 words. Letters should be typed
or clearly written and include a name, address and
phone number.
The Campus will not accept letters which appear to
be advertisements or announcements for upcoming
events or activities.
Guest columns must be arranged with the editor and
be no longer than 450 words.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length, taste and libel.
her of friends at the University of
Maine. As a result of the search
process and interview, that number
has increased.
You have a new president who
seems a perfect match for the cam-
pus. And I get to remain a college
president in Maine.
Seems like a pretty good out-
come to me.
Sincerely,
J. Michael Orenduff
President UMF
Rt7( ARO 41111t LIFE- LANG PRIAM CF YISITME. SUM, ACINTMA
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RANI 11=15.
• Budget Cuts
UMaine in a hole
To the editor:
Maine is making a big mis-
take by cutting UMaine Orono's
budget.
By cutting budgets on cam-
pus and increasing tuition.
UMaine will fall into a deep hole
which will be near impossible to
get out of.
The Maine legislature is do-
ing it all wrong, they should be
pumping more money into the
school not taking it away.
What they have to do is treat
UMaine like a product and the
student like the customer. Once
they have done this, their job
will seem much clearer. By giv-
ing UMaine a higher price tag,
while at the same time making
cuts, the customer is going to
go elsewhere and buy the other
product, another school. As it
is, residence halls and classes
aren' t filial to capacity, UMaine
can't afford this loss.
Less students means less
money. Unfortunately, those
who pay the most will be the
first to leave. Out of state stu-
dents will go to where it' s cheap-
er and where the quality is about
the same or better.
Just look at the University of
New Hampshire. It is a quality
school at a fair price. This past
fall, enrollment at UNH was the
highest it's been in past years.
I had been accepted into
UNH, but turned it down to come
here. I hope I did not make a big
mistake, just like the Maine leg-
islature is doing right now!
David Russell
Student Senator
Stodder Hall
• Women's Ice Hockey
Team successful but
got little attention
To the editor:
You neglected to cite the ac-
complishments of the UMaine
.11i.c.men'tace tiodeaLTeam dur-
ing the spring break.
Seeded #2 in the East, Maine
traveled to Massachusetts for the
National Club Championships
in a round-robin semi-final tour-
nament; which included Colgate
University, Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, and Boston
College.
Maine succeeded in beating
R.P.I in the semi-final match at
Northeastern University on Febru-
ary 28th and moved into the finals
against #1 seed Boston College on
Feb. 29.
Although Maine lost to Boston
College, they remain #2 in the na-
tion for their division.
We, the fans, are disappointed
because of the lack of recognition
for what this club sport has accom-
plished in the course of four years.
We expected a campus newspa-
per to be inclusive rather than exclu-
sive of sporting events at the Uni-
versity of Maine.
Peter P. Chase
Michele Melason
Sara Tremblay
Jennifer Kearney
Robert Rier
Daniel Gardiner
Pauli. Bushi
Tracy Leadbetter
Anya Szegvari
Joyce Stanley
• Campus ads
Ad was
excellent
and
readable
To the editor:
I recently placed an ad with The
Maine Campus (two weeks prior
to March break) that was not "cam-
era-ready" in any sense of the word.
lam writing to congratulate your
advertising staff on the excellent
graphics used in the ad to convey
information about summer job
openings available to UMaine stu-
dents through the Part-Time &
Summer Employment Program.
Student response to this ad was
very high, an indication of the
excellent visibility and readabili-
ty of the ad.
I do want to apologize to any
students who were unable to ac-
cess job information at my office
during the first day the ad appeared;
unexpected staffing problems led
to an inability to meet with stu-
dents for a brief time that day.
Sincerely,
Cathy Marquez
Coordinator Part Time
& Summer Employment
Program
Something
bothering
you?
Write a
letter to
the editor.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* *
For Wednesday March 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
view life with clarity and objectivity, seeing
yourself as part of a larger picture. You ascribe
to a rigid personal code of ethics, and your
motto can be summed up in one word: Integrity.
Selflessness and devotion to principles can
sometimes make you appear cold to others,
when in fact the opposite is the case.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19): Good
news is cause for celebration, so get together
with a few close friends! A romantic
rendezvous with a loved one this evening is
the icing on the cake.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Slow
down and notice things that are often taken
for granted. Being aware of all the details
that make up your life makes you appreciate
what you have.
GEMINI (May 21 —June 20): A friend's
excitement may seem unfounded, but
consider the elements before dismissing the
idea. Your participation could tip the scales
toward success.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Career
advancement may not be on your mind, but
a casual conversation could stimulate just
that. Take the initiative and don't be afraid
to blow your own horn.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Step out of
routine and walk the path of discovery! Anintriguing acquaintance can guide you into
excitingly unfamiliar territory.
VIRGO (Aug. 23— Sept. 22): When yourintellect and feelings are in conflict, follow
your instincts. Suspend logic: playing a hunch
could reveal the solution to difficult problems.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Shelve
ambition and enjoy the fruit of your labors.
Accept social invitations now, you're sureto have a ball! Laughter and pleasant
conversation abound.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): Don't
allow preoccupation with a project detractfrom the quality time you spend with loved
ones. A dialogue with a trusted friend helpsto stimulate new ideas.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21): Abuoyant mood should not be wasted in
solitude. Plan a get-together with friends;your effervescent spirit will enliven anotherwise listless gathering!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19):Celebrating good fortune takes you on a
carefree voyage through uncharted waters.Go somewhere you've been meaning to go,throw caution to the wind!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20— Feb. 18): In orderto prevent the pace of events from
accelerating out of control, establishpriorities and tie up loose ends. Doing toomuch at once can be overwhelming.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): Splurgeon something special for yourself. The dentthat you make in your finances could bereplenished through your own creativity.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* 
*
* *
For Thursday March 19
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
sensualist. you're a lover of physical pleasures
and earthly bliss. Your lust for life gives you
appreciation for the beauty of nature. art, and
love. You make no apologies for the way you
are, and prefer to be right up front about what
you want from others. You are a faithful
friend and an ardent and considerate lover.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19): What you
see as harmless flirtation from an
acquaintance may actually be an attempt to
ferret out your feelings toward them. Trifling
with emotions would be cruel.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Although
luck remains in you corner, don't tempt fate!
Taking loved ones for granted is the surest
way to reverse your good fortune.
GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): The stars
have a romantic surprise in store for you! It
may come as renewed passion with your
mate, or the rekindling of an old flame!
Whatever the form: enjoy!
CANCER (June 21 — July 22): An
influential figure is ushered into your life,
someone who piques your curiosity. A lot
can be learned form their unique approach
and depth of experience.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Attention to
detail is crucial to the success of any business
venture, Take the time to read the fine mint
on any contract or you'll have no one to
blame but yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23— Sept. 22): Hard work
pays off when favorable circumstances develop
for a project you've been nudging along. This
is your opportunity to shine; go for it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Making
peace with a colleague who annoys the heck
out of you signals the advent of a pleasant
day. After gliding through work, a romantic
diversion awaits.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): Surround
yourself with people and your buoyant mood
will energize all who cross your path! Don't
take life too seriously, this is a time for
relaxation and revelry!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21): If
you successfully fight off a tendency to
gloss over important details, your efforts
will yield lasting results. Optimism is
reflected in all aspects of your life!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 —Jan. 19): Snap
decisions made in the heat of the moment
lead to nothing but regret. Wait until the your
mind is clear before drawing a conclusion.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): Avoid
painting yourself into a corner with a
capricious approach to romance. Before
making lavish gestures. Remember that what
goes around comes around!
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): Basking
in the glory of a personal triumph can blind
you to the needs of those close to you. A
little effort is all it takes to make loved ones
feel a part of your celebration.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
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stage thriller
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DOWN
1 Lapwings
2 Small hawk
3 Luise of
filmdom
• The opposition
▪ Unholy group
▪ --- it (walk)
7 Word of
welcome to
Annie
11 Gismo
9 She's back in
town
10 Waugh or
Templeton
11 Subpar
12 -- King Cole
13 Ending for
quack or fool
111 Sensed
1111 Type of tape
23 Bridge
24 In the middle
25 Thicket
27 Suffix with
serpent
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30 Prized th ng
31 Indirect
32 Close-knit
group
33 Marathon unit
34 Air shaft
35 Pipe material
311 Star on a page
37 Smidgen
38 L P connection
41 Tex policeman
42Photodevelop
men? chemical
43 Nina- --jazz
singer
44 Vinegary
44 Summer cooler
48 Roman robe
SO New Zealand s
Great Barrier
Island
Si Guileful
52 Esfahan's land
33 Drenched
54 Commotion
SS Tent part
56 Big Ten mom
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75t each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1275 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
'
* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Ca111-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astroi
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer messagel Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of S2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Ads from page 1
"They [Alfond1 had some of the mostbenign ads in the world, they're still ads,"Dana said. "They just need to be a little more
responsive to the needs of the student body."
"We're all in agreement, from the beerdistributors to Dr. Dana to our department.
"We want to take a leadership role in
education," McCaw said.
According to Dana, alcohol ads that seeminnocent to the average consumer aren't allthey seem to be.
"Alcohol ads are designed to get people todrink a product and designed to [so] they're
very clearly stating alcohol will make youhappy, more beautiful, capable and confident.
"[They] sell a bag of goods that's reallyfalse. In the best of all worlds you'll see ads that
are more educationally oriented," Dana said.
Senate from page 1
"In three years of GSS. I've never heard
you (Littlefield) end a report. A committee
or board should be able to present their
report in any way they want," said formerSenator Ethan Strimling.
—Those people who preached diversity
tonight weren't themselves diverse in theirprogram," said Senator Grant Samson.
"Diversity involves many controversial issues
which aren t all accepted by the general public."
Harry Nadeau, former Residents onCampus vice president who conducted the
program, defended it. "We need programs
on diversity and we need to understand whatit is," he said. "We all have to learn aboutdifferences and how to incorporate theminto our lives; that's CUC's purpose."
Although senators continued to debatethe value of the program, its legality was notdetermined.
Another lengthy discussion last nightinvolved Student Government's budget.Rich Aldrich, vice president of FinancialAffairs, reported that their budget was
running a $5,606 deficit. But GSS approved
Aldrich's recommendations in reducingStudent Government's operating budget,thereby leaving a lesser deficit of $1,759.
Budget predictions proved inaccurate dueto lower student enrollment. Since their budget
▪ is derived solely from the activity fee, one
result of decreased enrollment is less money
available for Student Government.
In order to compensate for decreasedfunding next year. Aldrich is considering
soliciting outside funds such as alumni or
corporate donations. According to Aldrich,to the best of his knowledge, StudentGovernment has never used outside fundingbefore in its budget.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Army,through a series of "bungles, glitches, errors
and wrong assumptions," mishandled
notifying the family of a soldier killed byfriendly fire in the Gulf War, says a
congressional study released Sunday.
The House Armed Services investigations
subcommittee found no evidence of a
conspiracy or cover-up in the death of ArmySgt. Douglas Lance Fielder, a 22-year-oldkilled accidentally by his comrades' guns.
The family initially was told Fielder was
Purim
Hillel will be holding a Pot-Luck Purim Party
on Thursday, March 19th, 6:30pm
in the Ford Room, Memorial Union.
Please remember to bring either food or drink.
Children are welcome, and prizes will be awarded
for the best costume.
For more information, call Sylvia at 866-3450,
or Shellie at 581-1789.
• Politics
Reagan Democrats not sure who they likeWARREN, Mich. (AP) — ErnaGilbertson was bragging about how she
convinced her husband to vote for Democrat
Walter Mondale in 1984 when he leanedback in his chair, winked, and sheepishly
shook his head.
Walter Gilbertson, once an "AdlaiStevenson Democrat," says he voted forJack Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, JimmyCarter — and then Ronald Reagan, never
mind what his wife says, and George flush.
He doesn't like the label, but Gilbertsonis a Reagan Democrat — one of those folks
who mostly vote for Democrats but defect
every four years to pick a Republican in thepresidential race.
"It just seems the Democrats got lostthere for awhile," the retiree says. "I like to
think of myself as a Democrat, but I can go
either way."
It was in 97-percent white, largely ethnic
Macomb County that the Democratic Partyfirst took time to study disaffected or Reagan
Democrats. The county is a favoritelaboratory for Democrats trying to craft a
message that will win back the White House.
In theory, as Macomb County votes, so
vote the suburban, middle-class Americans
across the country who are the swing votersin presidential elections.
Interviews with two dozen MacombCounty residents in advance of Tuesday'spresidential primary offer ample evidence
of a turbulent and testy electorate that haslittle taste for President Bush's handling ofthe economy and nagging doubts about the
men who want to replace him.
Most of all, they're not sure anyone is
really listening to them.
Ask 28-year Chrysler worker Ed
Sosnowski what the issues ought to be in
this year's election and he doesn't hesitate.
"Everything George Bush said he was
going to be but isn't," said Sosnowski, putting
the economy, education, environmental
protection and national health care high on
his list.
"The American dream — that's gone
now," Sosnowski said. "You used to be able
to go to one of the local factories and make
a decent living."
He won't get any argument from Bob
Culhane, a retiree who labels himself anindependent.
"The need to change is so apparent," said
Culhane. "People are starting to think of
government as unreliable, as ineffective, or
worse as half crooked."
Such suspicion and cynicism was sharedby many of those interviewed. Althoughfew had kind words for Bush, still fewer had
anything nice to say about Congress.
Culhane says he's likely to reluctantly
vote for President Bush again. Yet he felt
compelled to come hear Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton speak at Macomb County
Community College because of one word he
had heard in a Clinton speech — change.
"If he can convince me he can reallybring about this change he talks about, I
might go for him," Culhane said of the
Democratic front-runner.
Clinton has carefully crafted his message
to appeal to the middle class, and randominterviews provided evidence he's having
some success.
Even among those who were leaningtoward a Bush vote in the fall, Clinton was
overwhelmingly the choice when people
were asked which Democrat they might
support.
The interviews also offered evidence of
Paul Tsongas' troubles connecting with the
blue-collar middle class, people like those
who live in the neatly lined brick houses of
Warren a few miles from Detroit.
"He's a little bit too pro-business," said
Sosnowski.
"I just question his ability to
communicate," said Clem Garrett, a retired
former Army officer.
Many residents also voiced support for
the middle-class tax cut that Clinton supports
and Tsongas opposes — even though they
often said it would make little difference in
their lives.
"I sure could use it," said Mary Jane
Amicarelli, who publishes high school and
college yearbooks.
Others dismissed the importance of the
tax cut.
"It's just a drop in the bucket, really,"
said Shirley Simpson of St. Clair Shores.
The key question in Macomb County
this year is whether Reagan and Bush voters
will come home to the Democratic Party.
Elaine Vitale says she will.
"He's just killing companies by not
caring," said Vitale, who blames Bush for
the loss of her secretarial job at General
Motors Corp.
Culhane spoke for many, however, in
saying: "I just don't know."
He said he knew too little about the
Democratic candidates to make his decision
right now — so he'll Sit out Tuesday'sprimary.
• Persian Gulf War
Army screws up reporting soldier's war deathBy Donna Cassata killed by enemy fire.Associated Press Writer "In this instance, virtually everythingthat could go wrong did go wrong," thepanel said in its report.
The subcommittee is conducting a fullinvestigation of the military process for
notifying families of casualties and plans a
complete report later in the year. Because ofthe large number of inquiries, the panel issued
a nine-page report on the Fielder case.
Fielder was one of 35 American
servicemen accidentally killed in the GulfWar by U.S. forces, the Defense Department
said in August. In the Army alone, friendlyfire was blamed for 21 of the 96 deaths and
65 of the 354 injuries.
The subcommittee report detailed the
notification process that occurred after Fielder'sdeath in the early morning hours of Feb. 27.1991. His unit, stranded in southern Iraq afterits vehicle broke down, awaited assistance.
"There were a total of 1 I bungles, glitches,
errors and wrong assumptions that cascaded
one after another to make the handling of thisparticular death notification little short of an
administrative disaster," the report said.
In a statement, the Army said the panel's
report "clearly indicates there was nointention on the part of the Army to cover upa friendly fire incident or mislead the family."
Summer 1992
Top Ten Reasons to goto Summer School:
•Lighten your Fall or Spring course load.•Take classes at night and work during the day.•Clarify your educational goals.•Improve your chances for a promotionor better job.
•Expand your expertise in a given area.•Fulfill requirements for graduate study.•Do an internship or co—op field experience.•Explore other areas of interest.•Concentrate on a required or difficult course.*Meet new people.
Summer Session (including May Term) 1992catalogs will be available in 122 Chadbourne HallRegistration will begin March 16, 1992.
• mit- "S tramlam!•••
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• Earthquake aftermath
Turkish government criticized in quake relief effortBy Terry Leonard
Associated Press Writer
ERZINCAN, Turkey (AP) — Hundreds
of frightened men left without jobs and
homes by a devastating earthquake besieged
the provincial governor's office Monday,
demanding help for their families.
"We have no food and our children are
hungry," cried Yilmaz Karayazi, who said
he lost his home and the tea house that
provided his living. "lam left without hope."
There are growing complaints that
government bungling has hindered relief
efforts since the quake hit eastern Turkey on
Friday. Officials estimate at least 800 people
were killed and 180,000 are homeless. The
quake measured 6.8 on the Richter scale and
was followed by strong aftershocks.
There were reports of looting and the
theft of aid shipments. Soldiers patrolled
some main streets and storeowners guarded
their shops.
Complaints about the chaotic relief effort
also came from doctors who were furious a
200-bed field hospital promised by the
Turkish Red Crescent didn't arrive until
Monday and wouldn't be ready before
Tuesday.
More than 100 surgeons sent by the
government have been unable to perform
operations without the field hospital.
Mustafa Kul, the city's deputy in
parliament, said steps had been taken to
improve organization and ensure that aid is
fairly distributed. He also conceded that
• School safety
Maine schools reopen after
• • •investigation over mercury
WALES, Maine (AP) — The five schools Sabattus and Litchfield last Thursday nightin Union 44 reopened Tuesday following a because of lingering concerns about potentialtwo-day closure that was ordered following health threats.
the disappearance of a small amount of School officials said students had taken a
mercury from a teacher's desk at Oak Hill bottle containing alittle more thana tablespoon
High School. of mercury from a teacher's desk, following a
Air tests conducted by a consultant showed demonstration on thermometers. About half
that any significant sources of mercury vapor of the mercury was found in a sink in the boy'shad been eliminated and that any vapor levels bathroom and smaller amounts were removed
were well below the 0.05 parts-per-million elsewhere, but the school committee voted to
safety threshold set by the federal government, close the schools because of concerns that
The local school committee voted to students from the high school might have
temporarily shut down schools in Wales, carried mercury aboard buses.
Still Summer Job Hunting?
,We can help...
/Comes 4e Part-Time & Summer Employment Program
(2nd floo ingate Hall) to view the new job listings received
during March Break. Here is a sample list of the many new
jobs now listed:
sort Staff- including Disneyvvorld &N.E.
locations
her/Naturalist - R.I. wildlife refuge
estry Techs - Wyoming
bier - Bangor area
arch lab interns - Massachusetts
tDe41 Hand - Mt. Desert Island
Camp Counselors - Maine, N.E. & other regions
Enpneering/Biology/Chemistry Interns -
tin Maine'ne Research Interns - New Jersey
about 1,000 of the 8,675 tents sent to Erzincan
had been stolen.
The Istanbul newspaper Milliyet reported
that relief supplies were being sold on the
black market with tents going for $330 and
blankets $15.
Kul said 376 bodies had been recovered
and a still unknown number of others had
been dug out by their own relatives. The
government and relief workers estimate 800
people died.
"The death toll will rise. But I'm sure it
won't be more than a thousand," said Kul,
who added there were no figures for the
missing.
Many deaths were blamed on poor
construction and structures built above a
limit of three stories.
Swiss rescue teams said they called off
their search for survivors late Monday after
finding four people alive in the debris. They
said they found 36 bodies.
"If we thought there was no more
hope we would not work so hard," said
Kostas Holevas, a member of the 50-
person Greek team.
Temperatures have been below freezing
at night and most of the city sleeps outdoors
for fear of another temblor.
Doctors said they feared that thousands
of people living in tents were in danger of
diseases from contaminated water.
A team of 18 U.S. military engineers
arrived Monday to put up lights for night
rescue efforts and make repairs on one wing
of the city's badly damaged hospital.
• Firefighting
Volunteer firefighter critical
after chimney collapses on him
ETNA, Maine (AP) — A volunteer Gray and another firefighter werefirefighter was in critical condition injured when a chimney collapsed on topTuesday at a Bangor hospital after a of them.
chimney collapsed on top of him while he A third firefighter hurt his leg when he
was battling a house fire. slipped, said Stephen McCausland,
Irving Gray, 24, a volunteer from the spokesman for the state Department of PublicStetson Fire Department, was hurt the most Safety.
seriously of three firefighters injured while McCausland said state fire marshals havebattling the blaze that destroyed a two-story determined the blaze started in the basementhome in Etna on Monday. of the home. He said they don't believe the
Gray was listed in critical condition this fire was suspicious, but were returning to
morning at St. Joseph Hospital in Bangor the scene Tuesday to try to pinpoint the
with head and chest injuries, exact cause.
E,i. Career Centerannounces a GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP
for the 1992-93 academic year
The Career Center has an opening for a Graduate Assistant
for 1992-93. This position is funded through the College Work-Study
Program; only students who filed Financial Aid Fomis (FAF)
by March 1, 1992 can be considered.
As a Graduate Assistant, you will...
•Receive extensive training regarding the programs and
services of the Career Center
• Be expected to provide direct service to students by
critiquing resumes, conducting mock interviews and making
group presentations
• Be assigned specific project responsibilities according to
your skills and interests
Qualifications:
•Stor ng verbal, written and interpersonal communications
skills 
•Strong organizational skills
•Ability to interact in a professional manner with faculty,
students, alumni and employers
• Full-time graduate degree student status
•Citizen or eligible non-citizen status
•Strong interest in career counceling, higher education,
student personnel and/or human resources is a plus
Salary:
• $6110 for the academic year, working 20 hours/ week
•Tuition waiver for the academic year
(up to 9 credits per semester)
To Apply:
Call 581-1359 to arrange an Interview with Patty Couttittan.
Associate Director
You must meet with Patty Counihan by March 25. Bring a
resume, a writing sample and your social security number
, with you to the interview.
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• Government scandal
The worst of the worst 23 House check bouncersWASHINGTON (AP) — Here are 23 ofthe 24 current and former members of the
House of Representatives included on the
House ethics committee's list of worst
offenders who wrote checks on their House
bank accounts with insufficient funds.
The Associated Press obtained the names
of 22 of the 24 on the list and they are listed
with the numbers of checks bounced and the
number of months the overdrafts exceeded
their next paychecks during the 39 months
under investigation.
In addition, Rep. Mickey Edwards, R-
Okla., said Sunday he is on the list, but
provided no details. The name of the 24th
has not been disclosed.
• Former Rep. Tommy Robinson, D-
Ark., 996 checks, 16 months.
• Bob Mrazek, D-N.Y., 972 checks, 23
months.
• Robert Davis, R-Mich., 878 checks.
According to information made available to
the AP, the overdrafts exceeded his next
paycheck for 13 of the 39 months.
• Charles Hatcher, D-Ga., 819 checks,
35 months.
• Former Rep. Doug Walgren, D-Pa.,
858 checks, 16 months.
• Stephen I. Solarz, D-N.Y., 743 checks,
30 months.
• Charles A. Hayes, D-III., 716 checks,
15 months.
• Ronald D. Coleman, D-Texas, 673
checks, 23 months.
• Carl C. (Chris) Perkins, D-Ky., 514
checks, 14 months.
• Bill Alexander, D-Ark., 499 checks, 20
months.
• Ed Towns, D-N.Y., 408 checks, 18
months.
• Harold E. Ford, D-Tenn., 388 checks,
31 months.
• Edward F. Feighan, D-Ohio, 397
checks, eight months.
• Former House Democratic Whip Tony
Coelho, D-Calif., 316 checks, 12 months.
• William Clay, D-Mo., 329 checks, 10
months.
• John Conyers, D-Mich 273 checks,
nine months.
• Oakar, D-Ohio, 217 checks, 21
months.
• Jim Scheuer, D-N.Y., 169 checks, eight
months.
• Joseph Early, D-Mass., 140 checks, 15
months.
• Former Rep. Doug Bosco, D-Calif.,
124 checks, 13 months.
• Former Rep. Jim Bates, D-Calif., 89
checks, nine months.
• Charles Wilson, D-Texas, 81 checks,
eight months.
• Rep. Mickey Edwards, R-Okla. (not
provided)
• Mystery
Man says he's solved the mystery of Earheart's disappearanceBy Paul Recer
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A piece of
metal and a size 9 shoe heel found on a
deserted Pacific atoll have combined with
other evidence to convince an investigator
he has solved the mystery surrounding
the disappearance of Amelia Earhart 55
years ago.
"We have recovered artifacts that
conclusively prove this case," Richard
Gillespie, executive director of the
International Group for Historic Aircraft
Recovery, said at a news conference today.
"We're very confident that the Amelia
Earhart case is solved."
Ms. Earhart and her navigator, Fred
Noonan, disappeared on July 2, 1937, during
an attempt to circumnavigate the globe.
Gillespie said Earhart herself described
her attempt to fly around the Earth near the
equator as a "stunt."
He said it had no historical significance,
but her disappearance captured theimagination of the world.
Gillespie has submitted what he believesis a piece of metal from the two-engine
Lockheed 10-E Electra plane flown by Ms.
Earhart to the National Transportation Safety
Board for authentication. The NTSB
provided a detailed analysis of the material,but did not state whether they were from Ms.
Earhart's plane.
Gillespie also is relying heavily on a size
9 shoe heel and sole -- Ms. Earhart's size
and a Cat's Paw brand popular at the time.
He told reporters today that The shoe and
other artifacts "form circumstantial evidence
in such an overwhelming way as to make
them conclusive."
Gillespie's team found the fuselage
remnants in a search of the jungle on the
remote South Pacific atoll of Nikumaroro
during an expedition last October.
Ms. Earhart and Noonan disappeared
between New Guinea and Howland Island
in the Central Pacific. They planned to use
Howland as a way station en route to
Honolulu and Oakland, Calif., thus
completing the mission.
Her disappearance triggered a massive
search and has led to speculation ever
since.
Among the theories was that she was
spying on the Japanese for the United States
and was captured and died in captivity.
Gillespie's organization theorized that
through a navigational error, the pair
missed their target of Howland Island and
crash-landechon or near Nikumaroro, 350
miles away.
Tom Willi and Tom Gannon, retired
military navigators, developed the theory
after studying potential routes and plotting
transmissions sent on Earhart's frequency.
The Wilmington, Del.-based TIGHAR
funded the $750,000 search project.
BOARD 
COMMITTEE 
CLUB 
BuDGErs AIL
Forms can be picked up at the
Student Government Office
• 3rd floor Memorial Union
or call 581-1775
February 26, 1992
The deadline for
submitting the completedforms to Student Government is:
March 20, 1992
No request for budgets
can be accepted after
the deadline.
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
UNH hoop coach fired
Basketball Coach Jim Boylan of the
University of New Hampshire has been
fired at the end of his three-year contract,
the school said today.
The school said a search for a new
coach would begin immediately.
Boylan took over a team that won four
games in each of the previous three years,
and won five, three and seven games
during his tenure. His overall record was
15-69. UNH was 7-21 this season, its best
since 1985-86.
After his first year. Boylan expressed
interest in the vacant Miami of Ohio job,
but later withdrew from consideration and
stayed at UNH.
Before coming to UNH, he was an
assistant at Michigan State for three years
after coaching a community college in
Arizona and a team in Switzerland.
He was a member of the 1977 NCAA
championship team at Marquette under
Coach Al McGuire.
Pirates trade Smiley
The Pittsburgh Pirates traded 20-game
winner John Smiley to the Minnesota
Twins Tuesday for top pitching prospect
Danny Neagle and a minor-league
outfielder.
The Pirates were faced with the
possibility of losing Smiley to free agency
at the end of the season.
Today was Smiley's 27th birthday.
and he said it wasn't a happy one,
considering the trade.
"I'm surprised and shocked by it."
Smiley said. "I had no idea this was
coming. I had no desire to leave Pittsburgh.
This is the only organization I've ever
known. I'm very disappointed. I'm going
to miss these guys."
Smiley was 20-8 last season with a
3.08 earned run average last season. He
avoided salary arbitration in February by
signing a one-year yontract worth $3.44
million.
Neagle, a 23-year-old left-hander,
was 9-4 with a 3.27 in 19 games with
Class AAA Portland last season and 0-
1 with a 4.05 ERA in seven starts with
Minnesota'.
The Twins also parted with outfielder
Midre Cummings. He won the Class A
Midwest League batting title last season.
batting .322 for Kenosha.
Angels' Keough critical
California Angels pitcher Matt
Keough underwent emergency brain
surgery and was in critical condition after
being hit in the head by a foul ball during
an exhibition game.
"The doctors have given the Angels
no reason to believe that the injury is
life-threatening," team spokesman Tim
Mead said. "He is resting in intensive
care and tests have been scheduled for
tomorrow."
Keough, 36, underwent a craniotomy
at Scottsdale Memorial Hospital to
relieve pressure caused by a blood clot
on the brain.
On the ice they
look alike. The only
difference is one has
a US Olympic
goalie's mask and
Brian's blocker while
the other a white Eye-
Tech and Vaughn blocker. They're both
big; one stands 6'3" while the older is 6'4".
Together they form one of the most
respected and maybe best goaltending duos
in the country.
Junior Garth Snow has been a major
reason the University of Maine hockey team
will now enter the NCAA tournament as a
probable No. 1 seed come March 28.
Snow stepped to center stage this
season, appearing in 30 games, picking up
25 wins against just three losses and two
ties. He also compiled a nation's best .866
winning percentage and top-notch 2.42
goals against average.
In his career at UMaine, Snow holds a
45-9-2 record with a Black Bear best 2.70
gaa. He also recently tied Scott King's
record for most wins in a season (25) when
he shut down Boston College 7-3 in the
Hockey East semi-finals. Additionally, he
has seven career assists, most ever by a
UMaine netminder.
His equal in the Black Bear nets is
sophomore Mike Dunham. Dunham has
undergone a most peculiar season this year
after posting a 14-5-2 mark in his rookie
season with a 2.96 gaa. and .890 save
percentage.
After breaking his left pinky before the
season began, the Endwell, NY native
joined the US Junior National Team after
returning to the UMaine line-up for two
• Black Bear pitchers on the spot
• Men's Hoops look to the future
• AP All-American Basketball Team
• UMaine Hockey
The puck stops here for UMaine opponents
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
RACK BEAR
games, both wins.
While with the juniors over the
Christmas break, he was selected as the
All-World goalie after leading Team USA
to a bronze medal at Fussen/Kaufbeuren,
Germany.
He went 5-1 with a 2.33 gaa. and a
stunning .932 save pct. in the tourney.
Then on Jan. 17, US Coach Dave Petersen
named Dunham as one of three goalies to
travel with the Team USA squad for the
Olympic games.
After playing one last game with the
Black Bears (a 10-4 win over Merrimack),
Dunham headed to Meribel, France where
he dressed and served as Ray LeBlanc's
Sec GOALIES on page 19
Goalie Mike Dunham, shown here during UMaine's 4-1 Hockey East
championship win, is 6-0 with a 2.20 goals against average this season. (Kiesow
photo.)
• UMaine's Men's Basketball
Future looks bright for Black Bear basketball
Duard Deonte Hursey will be a key figure for Coach Rudy Keeling and the Black
Bears next season. (Kiesow photo.)
BLAry REAR
Basketball
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
Although their
season closed on a sour
note after being
drubbed by Drexel
University 97-79 in the
semi-finals of the
North Atlantic
Conference tournament, the University of
Maine men's basketball team still had their
most successful season in recent years.
The Black Bears' 17-15 record enabled
them to finish over .500 for the first time since
the '83-84 season, while the 17 wins were also
a high for the UMaine hoopsters in eight
seasons.
Black Bear Coach Rudy Keeling was
pleased with his team's overall season, but
was disappointed with the abrupt way it ended.
"It would have been nice to get back to the
(conference) championship game," Keeling
said, noting his squad lost in the finals last
season to Northeastern. "I'm happy on one
hand that we had such a successful season, but
on the other hand it would have been nice to
go a step or two further than we did."
See WRAP-UP on page 18
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• UMaine Baseball
Pitching questions face UMaine as they head to PleasantvilleBy Tim Hopley 
On the year, the junior from Brewer is I -Sports Editor 
1 with a 5.04 ERA.
To fill the closer role vacated by Hewes,
sophomore football/baseball player Bob
Zurinskas stepped to the fore and compiled
three saves on the trip to Louisiana and Florida.
While appearing in a team-high eight
games, Zurinskas has pitched 7 2/3 innings
with a 12.91 ERA. A sore spot with the 6'2"
right-hander from Brockton, Mass, however
has been control, evidenced by his 13 walks
on the year.
A last pitching note, junior Val Beaudet
has been impressive with a team-low 4.32
ERA. Beaudet. from Lewiston, had pitchedjust one inning for the Black Bears back in
1990. Thus far this season Beaudet has
appeared in six games, going 8 1/3 innings
with a I- I record.
Offensively. UMaine will be hurt by the
temporary loss of first baseman Gabe Duross.
In a game versus Penn State, the sophomore
separated his shoulder while making a play in
the field. He was hitting .291 at the time with
a homer and nine RBIs. He will be replaced in
the field by catcher Shawn Tobin and outfielder
Glen Stupienski.
"Originally when (Duross) was hurt they
told me he'd be out two to three weeks,"
Winkin said. "Now they tell me he's making
real good progress so we don't really know
when he'll be back."
BLACK BE R
Bate ball
A year ago,
following their
southern swing, the
University of Maine
baseball team held a
10-9 record. They also
had a pitching staff
which included second- round major league
draft pick I,arry Thomas and Chicago Cub
signee Ben Burlingame.
So all things considered, the Black Bears'
8-9 mark thus far this season is quite
respectable. After all, the only holdovers from
the starting staff of a year ago are Mike
D' Andrea, who suffered through his worst
season to date, and Jason Dryswak, who has
been moved to the bullpen this year.
UMaine did come up with big wins on the
drip, beating defending national champions
MU, the powerful Oklahoma St. Cowboys
twice, along with Creighton and SW Louisiana
D' Andrea, however, has continued to
struggle following off-season elbow surgery,
pitching 20 innings down south, allowing 27
hits and 25 walks, while striking out a team-
high 24 batters. The senior has a 9.00 ERA.
According to Coach John Winkin, his ace
had an up-and-down trip.
"Michael had two outings which were a
little rough (vs. Tulane — 21/3 ip, 9 hits 8 earned
runs and vs. Rollins —6 ip, 6 hits, 7 walks) and
two that were outstanding (vs. LSU — 5 ip, 6
hits, 4 k's and vs. Oklahoma St. — 62/3 ip, 6 hits,
12 k's). His game against Oklahoma Si was
really great," Winkin said.
Meanwhile, a surprise on the trip may
Mike D'Andrea
hasten closer Ronnie Hewes' move to the
starting rotation, something Winkin hinted at if
the team didn' t receive quality starting pitching.
Ilewes picked up a save in relief of
D' Andrea in the opener and then made three
•starts, going 21 innings while allowing 23
hits, 12 earned runs and 12 walks. He also
struck out 18 as a starter.
Chad White has also impressed early on.
Replacing Mark Sweeney in center field, White
has proven he's more than capable of filling
Sweeney's shoes defensively while showing
some pop in his bat with a team-high 17 RBI.
Thad has been outstanding," Winkin said.
"Defensively we haven't lost anything. He's
IPI\ jis ININill
Ronnie Hewes
everything Mark was in the field and while no
one will replace Mark offensively, Chad is
doing it in his own way."
Hanging Curveballs and 3-2 Sliders
•The Black Bears travel to Pace University
in Pleasantville NY Friday before moving on
to Delaware for a pair of doubleheaders with
the new North Atlantic Conference opponents.Men's Hoop wrap-up
from page 17UMaine finished a respectable third in
the regular season, with an 8-6 league mark
as the two league newcomers, Delaware and
Drexel, claimed the top two slots in the
standings.
Five of the Black Bear losses were versus
the two former East Coast Conference
members, as Delaware went 27-3 on the season
and didn't lose an NAC game in 14 tries.
Still, with three starters and the entire bench
returning plus a promising crop of freshman
coming in, the Black Bears appear to be ready
to contend in the NAC again next season.
"We were pretty much all sophomores
this season," Keeling said. "Ed (Jones),
Deonte (Hursey), Francois (Bouchard),
Kevin (Terrell) and Kenny (Barnes) all
played itnportant roles in their second
season, and the experience they gained is
invaluable for next year."
Bouchard led the team with a 13.5 ppg
scoring average, but Keeling cited Hursey as the
season's most pleasant surprise as he went from
backup point guard in the pre-season to one of
the Black Bears' most outstanding all-around
performers down the stretch.
"Deonte was improved a lot over the course
of the season," Keeling said. "He gained
confidence and improved his consistency
tremendously."
However, two talented Black Bears are
out of eligibility and will be missed immensely
next season.
Senior captain Marty Higgins, UMaine's
all-time leader in assists (619) and steals
(243), and senior forward Derrick Hodge, the
10th leading scorer in Black Bear history with
1,206 points, have played their final games
for the Blue-and-White. Keeling says they
will be missed for more than just their
basketball skills.
"The were from my first recruiting class,"
Keeling said, "and it was kind of comforting
to me to look out on the floor and see Marty
providing leadership and Derrick scoring all
those points. They will definitely be missed."
But Keeling brings in a solid recruiting
class that is expected to contribute
immediately. Casey Arena, a 6-foot guard
from Bishop Fenwick High in Peabody,
Mass, who recently scored 86 points in two
games in the Massachusetts high school
tournament, has been compared favorably to
Higgins by Keeling.
ill Remember, LENT beganwhile you were on break.
NEWMAN CENTER
LENTEN SCHEDULE
DAILY MASS: Newman Center - Monday-Friday 4:45pm
Saturday at noonSUNDAY MASS: Newman Center 9:30 am and 6:15 pm
Memorial Union '11:15 am
SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION (Confessions): Sundays at 5:30 pm
ia Your Roman Catholic Parish on campus
83 College Avenue, Orono
PLEASE CONSIDER ATTENDING
DAILY AND SUNDAY MASSES DURING LENT
"He's cut out in the Marty Higgins mold,"
Keeling said earlier in the season. "He's tough
and brash and can play either guard position."
UMaine has also signed 6-foot-4 guard
Terrence Hunt, an athletic swingman from St.
Anthony's High in Jersey City, New Jersey,
and 6-foot-10 Reggie Smith from
Northwestern Prep in Watertown, Wisconsin.
Keeling is especially excited about the
signing of Smith, a diamond in the rough with
loads of potential.
"He is the first true center we have ever
recruited here and the biggest player we have
ever recruited," Keeling said. "He's athletic
and can shoot from 15 feet. He may be the
steal of the year."
With one more scholarship left to give out.
Keeling said he hopes to land a small forward
to replace Hodge. Meanwhile, returning sub
Rossie Kearson looks to be the leading
candidate for the spot right now.
With Delaware losing a trio of key
players and Drexel graduating four, Keeling
thinks his Bears will be prime contenders
again next season.
"We have a solid nucleus, and a wealth of
experience coming back. If we get some
breaks and improve as the season progresses,
we'll be right there in the hunt at the end,"
Keeling said.
50-70% OFF
EVERYDAY
on Name Brand
Footwear, Equipment,
Apparel, Closeouts,
Discontinued Items,
Salesman's Samples
GOLDSMITH'S
Sporting .Goods
Outlet- store
10 N. Main St. • Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat
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• College Basketball
Laettner, O'Neal head AP All-AmericansBy Jim O'Connell
AP Basketball Writer
Shaquille O'Neal of LSU wasn't a
surprise on The Associated Press All-America team since he was on it last
season.
Duke's Christian Laettner, the only
unanimous selection, and Ohio State'sJimmy Jackson both made the jump fromlast year's second team, so there was no
shock there.
Alonzo Mourning of Georgetown hadbeen a second-team selection as a sophomore
two years ago before an injury set him backlast season, so his presence when the team
was announced Monday was no upset.
Then there's Harold Miner, the guardfrom Southern Cal who is known as muchfor his resemblance to Michael Jordan andhis superstitious on-court antics as he is forhis remarkable talent.
The 6-foot-5 junior has the highest
scoring average among the five first-teamers
— 26.7 — and few can claim the number of
oohs, aahs and opened mouths Miner can
after one of his performances.
"This honor is consistent with his
performance all year. He's done so much for
this program," Southern Cal coach George
Raveling said.
The Trojans have returned to the Top
Ten, let alone the rankings, and with Miner
giving clinics on slick ball-handling, off-
balance jumpers and crowd charisma, they
have become a No. 2 seed in the NCAA
tournament.
O'Neal, who averaged 23.6 points per
game and was the nation's leading rebounder
at 14.1, is the 43rd player to repeat as an All-
American, and Jackson are also juniors,
while Laettner and Mourning are seniors.
• College Hockey
NCAA poll.
Team Rec Pts. Lst
1. UMAINE (4) 31-3-2 60 1
2. Michigan 30-7-3 55 3
3. Minnesota 32-9-0 53 2
4. Lake Superior 23-9-4 48 4
5. Michigan St. 21-9-8 44 56. Wisconsin 23-12-2 40 6
7. St. Lawrence 22-8-1 33 10
8. N. Michigan 22-13-3 30 9
9. BU 21-8-4 29 7
10. UNH 22-12-2 28 8
11. AK-Anchrge 21-7-1 19 12
12. Clarkson 20-9-1 16 13
13. Providence 21-13-2 12 11Black Bear goalies
from pagc 17back-up for two Olympic contests.
Upon returning Feb. 24, Dunham
appeared in three games, all wins, turning
aside 17 shots in a 4-3 win over Providence
and six shots in 29 minutes of work in the
Black Bears' quarter-final HE match-up
with Merrimack.
He then was in the nets as UMaine won
the HE championship, stopping 19 shots in
a 4-1 win over the University of New
Hampshire. In that game he was tested early
and responded in fine fashion.
"It's been a different season for me. I
wanted to go out tonight and play a solid
game," Dunham said following his win over
the Wildcats. "After not being around I just
wanted to come back and fill my role and
help as much as possible."
As has been Coach Shawn Walsh's
tendency, both goaltenders expect to
continue to rotate as they have for the past
two seasons.
"Both goalies have come up big all
season," Walsh said. "We played (Dunham
in the HE finals) to make sure they're both
ready for the NCAA tournament and both
showed they were."
Following off-days Monday and
Tuesday, the team will return to formal
practice Wednesday when they begin the
final push to what could be the university's
first national championship ever.
Hypnotist- Fc.. 
 astrology--geta dear, solid head.A strong mind is a better mind Deep relaxationtechniques. Forget drugs! Student rates. Tr10014
SWM seeks SWF 18-22 engineering student withgreat earning potential .rcs. someone to have
candlelight dinners and walks on the beach Notinterested in one night starxis or weekend flingsTr10021
S1NM 23, 6 k. WI, full of fun, 6°1cl-figuredSVVF or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing,
movies, hiking, and intimate times. Must be 18-25
and hcrma great sense of humor. Locks not important.
el 0023
(24 swws, 21 le 21 looking for female that will
accept any challenge and be open to a uniqueithiationship. Must be flexible to our needs and a fun -loving partner. Ifyou love Cancun, skinny-dipping at
midnight and Margarita's for breakfast, give us a
ring. Tr10027
looking for a hard-headed woman—dig? Life isfleeting—dig? Interested in a • ;.• •. .ig? I'm
not. Are you fun-bving and un 
 . Lets talk
about the weather and stuff. 1,10032
SWM 19, eccentric, caring, and sensitive; seeksSWFWCB (w/cute bum). Into Star Trek NG, romance,
and U2. 1/10033
SWM who is into StarTrek, cross-country skiing &
movies is looking for SWF with similar interests. Must
be someokataftractive, no big egos, please. Tr 1 0010
Wirer* Poesy Anthology - seeks seled, creative
original poetry how students, faculty, for its Spring
'92 publication, Therne - Pcrthways to the Tree of Life.
University Pasteup Productions 17 1 0008
Peiessional Conselex especially for students and
faculty Group, individual, all areas including self-
adualization, irderactw, humanistic, asirologiaal.
Astrograms also individually pnepared. "t10009
D=divorced S= single B=black
W=white F=female M=male
When the moon hits your eye, like a big pizza
pia—that's amore, and that's what I'm lookingfor, baby. Like Italians? I want to be your big
ragu. I'm looking for someone cool to hang with.Come on, take a chance. e10031
Photographer looking for attractive models, no
experience necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio
work, etc Compensated for your time with freephotos. 17 10020
3 SAT's each seeking male who knows the true
meaning of a French kiss, and has the ability to
show us a good time. If you like getting wet,getting hot and getting drunk, give us a call.Tr10038
SWM 21, athletic, adventurous and attractive,
seeks similar SWF for weekend get-aways,
romantic evenings and quality time. Spontaneity
and a love For "the finer things" essential. e10024
SWM 20, if you like piña coladas, getting
caught in the rain, if you're not into yoga andyou have half a brain, if you like love at midnightin the cool summer rain then I'm the man you'relooking for Come with me and escape. tr10034
(2)SWF's If you like piña coladas and you'regoing to Cancun, if you like the feel of the ocean
and making love under the moon, we're not intoUMaine, we are into champagne with love thatyou've looked for, we'll see you there and escape.
17 1 0035
SWF seeks young man for fun and honest non-
committal relationship. Must possess good sense
of humor and well-developed chest. Other bodyparts to be evaluated upon inspection. Must be
cuddly and multi-talented. f710036
PCN(ProgressneColegeNewspaper)seelcsoriginal
and adventuresome individuals to take out free adsin this sedion. Call 581-1273 foryour Person2Person
ad.
1-900E988-5035
(Call costs $1 99/minute)
Resportutilemarriedcouple seekstohousecropar tiinitsitfcrthel992-1993academicyearor longer Referencesü10019
WnTing, editing, typing service. Professional writer wilh
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making youlook good. Prompt and responsible Also resumesprofessionally written and strategically prepared withtarget letters. Tr10012
SM 24 fun laving, careful minded, often too nice dudelooking to go wild with right enough natural girl. Make
no promises, I want to press your buttons. Let's play
scrabble. Tr10018
SF 20 stem, aiinective with good curves, emotionallystable non-smoker with shiny personality, energetic,financially indupendent and into heavy metal. Lookingfor partner who is quiet, but socially °dive and flexible.1,10025
---
Professional Tarot Reoefengs. Find out about the future!low, sex & career readings. Spell casting also done.Student ruieN. 17 10028
SM 21, looking for thegiri that's just right for me. I'm intodrinking beer, partying w/fria.sds &trying to stay out oftrouble. Interested2 e10029
SWF 19, intelligent, shy & fun-loving. Seeks short, cute& romantic guy with a good sense of humor. Nomamma's-boys, please. Tr 1 0030
Professional counselor especially for students and faculty.Group/individual, all areas including self-actualization,interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrogramsindividually prepared. 17 10009
Share° by* home in C), perfect for a nice student,everything included, reasonable, doptionscraibble
now. el 0007
MN mod scientist back in college seeks assistant/ co-
conspirator. Wicked nice bunnies! 17 1 0022
SWM 20, 62", 23013s, above overage build seeksS\A/F, 5'6", 115-125E6. with good personality and cuteface, that likes Ren and Stimpy, long walks on the beach
and cuddling up too good movie. I especially like darkhair. Dead Milkmen fon a plus. Are you the one for me?
el 0037
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
lust cal 1 -900-988-5035 from any touchione phone wheye you maiive a bill and enter the Sitigit 'numb& of the ad that inteiestsyouityouronone is set to pthe insteadat tone,you'll need tosetino tone otheroccessing the system. You may then Ilona response,enter another 'number, a blowse inn* other messages_ ((cis cost $1.99/min.)
Placing your free Person 2 Person adYou can plow you! od by rating 581-1 213 or by stopping by our offices in lord Hall. Al Person 7 Person ads ore free ond keptconlidennal.When you place youi od you'll be Own a voice mailbox vrnumbei and a tot free number to call to receive your messages. After youreceive your box number you'l need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you
Rules & DeadlinesName campus Penal 2 Person ads are or people seeking a mews of screening cols while retaining anonymity Person 2 Pelson ads an sal fix singles seeking relationships, apartment/house &refers seeking roommates, or employers seeking appicants fix nick,
As things. No lol names, street addresses of phone numbers will be included ods lbe him Gawps rill abse ois that Nik bey a sell sexual swims Ads containing expkit sexual or anatomical language wil not be accepted. Wnreservethenghttoedit or refuse any ad. All Person 2 Person ods must be placed by 5:00 pm 2 working days pnor to Ede if earl mita dud fix 2 weeks. Alm balled to 140 characters.
z.20
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NCAA Division I Men's Basketball championship1 Duke 
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8. Texas
9. Iowa
5. Missouri
12. W. Virginia
4. Seton Hall
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15. ODU
1 UCLA
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Maine
help wanted
Tutors Wanted: Miracle Tutoring can
cut your advertising costs St provide
student referrals. 1-800-788-0953
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn S5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room iSt Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience neces-
sary. Male or Female. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1607
lost &- found
LOST: Dog, looks like German Shep-
herd, 8 month old male. Call Mike at
866-4464
LOST: Black and brown purse in library
on Sat. Feb 22. If found please call 866-
3155.
FOUND: Male dog, yellow-Lab mix,
on 3/15 in Cumberland Hall. White
chest 84 feet. Please call 827-8777.
FOUND: A large Casio calculator be-
fore Spring Break in 318 Shibles Hall.
Call Tony at 581-7937.
FOUND: Round tortoise ihell wom-
en's glasses in - a purplel)earl vision
case. Left in Language Lab in Little Hall.
Call 581-7358 Michelle
Lose something? Find something?
Place your FREE lost or found ad by
calling 581-1273.
apartments
Roommate wanted to share house w/
male. Utilities included w/$250 rent.
Call 941-6405.
Available Immediately or for Fall('92)
Spring('93). A quiet place to study
within walking distance to UMaine.
866-7888 or 866-2816.
Orono-Reserve 1iSt2 bedroom heat- ,
ed apts located within walking dis-
tance to university. Tel 866-2816.
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from $200/
mo Heat + hot water incl. Call 827-
7231.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW
2 bdrm 11/2 bath, on site lndry. Heat,
water, sewer. 9 miles from UM. Bradley
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. $575/mo 866-7789.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ base-
ment. AVAILABLE NOW. W/D Hookup.
Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus. Call
945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S550/mo. Lux-
ury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260
4 bedroom apt available for sublease
June, July, August; Pine St Orono $650
+utilities call Dan at 866-0144 for info.
• 
Stop by the basement of Lord Hall
for your classified ad.
for sale
2 Freestanding Lofts $100 or B.O.
Call 581-7311 if interested. _.---
Giant Sedona Mt. Bike Farmer John
tires Shimano Accs. $300 or B.O. 827-
7864.
1982 CB650 Honda Low miles. Many
extras. Looks and runs great. $1 200 or
B/0. 581-7425
free
FREE 4 month old cat-Well--behaved
affectionate, doesn't eat too much.
Black, white & tan (money cat). Call866-5953 for info.
services
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Willpick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UN I NTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test., 866.5579.
adoption
Adoption New England couple longto become a loving family through
adoption. Plenty of room in our hearts
and home to give a baby. Please call
collect anytime. Elaine and Tom 802-235-2312.
travel
Heading for Europe this summer? Jet
there anytime for $160 with AIRHITCH.(Reported in Let's Go! Ex NY Times.)
Hitch a ride. AIRHITCH, 212-864-2000.
fundraising
Looking for your very own cash cow?
Sell T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profit-
able! Call 942-0236.
misc.
Orono Thrift Shop--$1 a bag. 1/2
price in Boutique thru March 28th. Sat
11-2, Wed 11-4.
3 lines,
3.days,
3 bucks.
For this
classified special
stop by The Maine
